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Executive Summary 
 

Over the course of the 2013 and 2014 academic year, Memorial Vista was analyzed to identify 
areas in which alternative solutions in either construction or design would enhance the 
project’s goal of shortening the schedule. These analyses were brought forth after an 
unforeseen utility relocation extended the original base building completion date 68 work days. 
Through feedback from the project team, independent research, and advisor meetings, three 
major areas were chosen for additional analysis. The following report presents the three 
analyses as part of the Architectural Engineering senior thesis project at the Pennsylvania State 
University. It is important to note that the purpose of this thesis and analysis is strictly 
educational and is not intended to critique the project or team in any way.  
 

Analysis 1 – SIPS Scheduling Applied to the Building’s Façade  
Memorial Vista has a façade that is made up of glazing, precast concrete panels, and metal 
paneling. All of these elements are bolted or welded directly to the concrete structure upon 
installation after they have been properly framed. For this analysis, the façade will be looked at 
to produce the most efficient installation of the materials that make up the façade. By 
implementing SIPS, the schedule will be reduced in its overall duration for enclosing the 
building, which in turn would reduce the duration of the entire project schedule. In the end, the 
analysis will yield a savings of 33 days if implemented, along with a general conditions cost 
savings of 2%. 
 

Analysis 2 – Prefabrication and Study of Photovoltaic Windows 
For this analysis, the installation of the windows will be studied even further. This building is 
made up of 65,558 square feet of glazing, where the possibility of prefabrication and 
modularization of the glass could be done to allow for a quicker installation time. Instead of 
hanging one window at a time, multiple window systems could be manufactured and then 
lifted into place to quickly attach to the structure. The result was that 10 days were saved in the 
prefabrication process alone on top of the 33 days saved from Analysis I. To potentially allow 
for more incentive of this analysis for the owner, the south façade of the building was also 
fitted out with photovoltaic glazing. In the end, the pay off period would be just under 24 years 
with only a 1% savings on the annual bill, which leads to that part of the analysis to be turned 
down. 
 

Analysis 3 – Implementation of an Automated Parking Garage  
The final analysis looks at the parking garage that was designed. The owner asked that the 
contractor excavate to the lowest foundation level across the entire 4.7 acre site looking for 
contaminated soil. This is extremely time intensive, where if an in-situ electrical thermal 
treatment was completed, time may have the potential to be saved. The cost will be increased 
14 to 24%, but the time saved may be well worth the expense. To further reduce the schedule, 
an alternative to a conventional ramp style parking garage will be studied. The idea of 
implementing an automated parking garage will reduce the depth of excavation both 
horizontally and vertically. In the end, the goal of reducing the schedule should be 
accomplished with the potential for a garage with the same number of spaced for 40% of the 
overall cost.   
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Figure 1 – Rendering of Memorial Vista courtesy of Gensler  

Project Background 
 

Construction Overview 
 

Memorial Vista is unique in the fact that it is a $78.5 million office building located on a 4.7-acre 
plot of land in northern Virginia that will house a leading aviation tenant in the near future as 
the main east coast office. The office building itself is split into two wings; those being the 
North and South, to form a ‘V’ shaped building as seen below in figure 1. The South wing is six 
stories above grade, where the North is only five stories. This is due to air restrictions in the 
area, where the North wing falls under more stringent building height restrictions. Memorial 
Vista’s primary use is that of an office building, where building’s root purpose is to combine two 
previously occupied offices into one functional space for the company. The building will be 
constructed to the limit of the core and shell phase, and then the interior job will be bid out 
upon the completion of the shell. 
 
 The price is rather on the higher end for an average office building that is 322,725 gross square 
feet, due to the owner’s desires in how the building will appear, the unique high end finishes 
that the building will be accompanied, and the large security and data package that a building in 
this location is accompanied with. The owner made it clear that the main concerns throughout 
the construction of Memorial Vista were both the schedule and the quality, but also strived to 
make the building safer and extremely secure upon completion.  
 
The general contractor brought on board was James G. Davis Construction through a CM at risk 
with a guaranteed maximum price contract. The core and shell of the building resulted in a 
schedule that began in November of 2011 when mobilization of the site began to the 
substantial final completion date in early January of 2014. Upon the completion of the core and 
shell, a bid will be accepted in mid-January of 2014 for the interior phase of the construction 
process before the tenant actually occupies the space.  
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Figure 2 – Original Site with Existing Utility Overlay  

Figure 3 – Neighboring Structures, along with Vehicular & Pedestrian Circulation Plan  

Existing Conditions 
 

Based on the fact that Memorial Vista is located in northern Virginia, the present conditions 
and existing utilities prior to construction are extremely complex in nature. Utilities are 
intertwined below grade along the property border, and beneath the road that runs directly 
through the future foundation of the north wing of the building. Since this road just north of 
the buildings is to be demolished for the construction process, the utilities that lie below it must 
also be relocated. This complex web of utilities both through and around the site can be seen in 
figure 2, below.  
 

 

Surrounding the construction site is and office building in the southwest corner of the site, and 
on the southeast side of the site is an apartment, a self-storage facility, and a gym. These 
locations are accessed daily and the roadways were required to remain accessible. The figure 
below shows the vehicular and pedestrian traffic that must remain accessible throughout the 
construction process.   
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Figure 4 – Remaining Excavation of Memorial Vistas Site  

Building Systems Overview 

Demolition  

The original site of this project can be seen on the previous page, in figure 2. Here, it will be 
seen that there were seven buildings that accompanied the land that would one day make up 
Memorial Vista. These seven building are made up of industrial warehouse structures and a 
motel. Upon inspection, it was found that the buildings were constructed with asbestos 
materials and abatement would be a necessary procedure for demolition to be completed. 
Davis Construction did take this abatement process into account when formatting the schedule 
and creating an estimate, so no major schedule delays or monetary problems arose during this 
time frame.  
 

Excavation 

Memorial Vista is inimitable due to the fact that during the excavation phase of the project, the 
owner had the special request that the entire site be excavated to the lowest footer depth. The 
owner’s reasoning behind such a strenuous process was to both ensure the foundation of a 
future wing would be possible if the company expanded and to ensure that the soil was not 
contaminated. During this soil investigation process, very few amounts of contamination were 
found, but they were indeed found. During the excavation process, the contaminated soil was 
disposed of off of the site as it was found and the land was filled in where it needed to be done 
so. During the construction process temporary wood walers were used in two locations of the 
building - those being 
the level one and two of 
the underground 
parking garage in the 
south wing. This was 
done to safely hold back 
the walls of soil during 
excavation. To prevent 
water from ponding 
during the excavation 
process, two pumps 
were used to expel 
water out of the lowest 
depths. Figure 4, right, 
shows the excavation of 
the final portion of the 
site that does not make 
up the buildings foundation or parking garage, but rather the future expansion wing. This step 
was sequenced to take place and the structure was being built on the other portion of the land 
to reduce the overall duration of the project schedule.  
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Structure 

This building is constructed of concrete to ensure more floors can be offered with a smaller 
building height as compared to a steel structure. This is due to the height restrictions of the 
area, and the ability to maximize retainable space.  The slabs of this structure are cast-in-place 
concrete with rebar bracing. Post tensioning of the concrete was done above the Multipurpose 
Space and Lobby to allow longer spans of the slab with fewer columns. The actual 
superstructure was done with Peri SKYDECK panel slab formwork. This is composed of 
dropheads that temporarily support the aluminum formwork above. After the concrete has 
cured, the drophead is released 60 millimeters and moved to the next location. By using this 
SKYDECK process, the formwork process becomes easy and quick and the forms can be reused 
as the building goes up in elevation. To pour the actual concrete, two tower cranes were used 
on the job with the help of concrete pump trucks. One crane had a hook height of 102’, and the 
other 116’. The smaller tower crane was a Potain MDT 412 and was placed in the center of the 
underground parking garage ramp, where the larger one was a Pecco SK 400 and was placed on 
the perimeter of the building of the south wing.  
  

Architecture 

The building itself is 
primarily cloaked in glass 
curtain walls, point 
supported glass, and strip 
windows on both wings of 
the structure along with 
precast concrete panels 
encasing the strip windows. 
Directly below the building 
is a two story parking garage 
that can be entered from 
the courtyard of the building. As one would 
enter the building, crossing through the 
courtyard on the south side of the building, 
one would be greeted by a mammoth canopy 
composed of aluminum composite steel 
panels and laminated glass. Once inside of 
the building’s lobby, the tenants will see 
floors that consist of marble, and there will 
be a monumental stair case as the focal point 
of the gathering space. A breakdown of some 
of the main focus areas and materials of the 
façade can be seen in figures 5 and 6 to the 
right. 

Figure 5 – South Entrance Façade Courtesy of Gensler  

Figure 6 – Main Façade Layout for Building Wings Courtesy of Gensler  
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Mechanical System 

This office building consists of two air handling units per floor in two separate mechanical 
rooms, where one unit serves each wing of the building. These AHU’s then feed the variable air 
volume units throughout the individual floors in the ceiling plenum space. These air handling 
units can carry an average demand load between 20,000 and 30,000 CFM to their requested 
locations, based on the demand of the occupant of the building. Along with the air handling 
units, Memorial Vista is accompanied with two cooling towers, two chillers, three chilled water 
pumps, three condenser water pumps, and a heat exchanger on the Penthouse level of the 
building. This equipment makes a closed loop system with 2 separate loops for heating and 
cooling. One loop is comprised of the cooling tower and condenser water loop and the other 
with the chilled water loop and the air handling units on each individual level of the building.  
 

Electrical System 

Memorial Vista is composed of three transformers on the first floor of the parking garage for 
this building at 3750 kVA each. These transformers then run to three switchboards at 4000 
Amps respectively. Bus-ways are then used to bring current to the feeders on each floor where 
they meet the panel boards. There are two panel boards per floor (one in each wing of the 
building). Within each electrical/ mechanical closet on the north and south wing of the building 
of every floor is also a transformer to step down the voltage from 480/277 V to 208/120 V.  
 
In the case of an emergency, there is a 2500 A emergency distribution panel that is accessed 
through the use of automatic transfer switches. When the power goes out, the building 
automatically switches over to battery units until the diesel generator kicks on. The generator is 
a 480 / 277 V, 3 Phase Breaker that supplies 2500 A emergency distribution panel that allows 
for a 100 A fire pump, 250 A life safety loads, and 2500 A for stand by loads to run during 
emergencies. This building is primarily composed of recessed florescent lighting, where in 
public spaces and in the garage, occupancy sensory will be used to boost the efficiency of the 
building.  
 

Fire Protection 

The fire suppression system within the building is a wet standpipe system with CPCV piping to 
all levels of the building including the equipment rooms, elevator equipment rooms, and 
electrical rooms. This system will be an automatic system with voice activated fire alarms upon 
the indication of smoke within the building. Fire dampers are used where the ductwork 
penetrated the walls to ensure that smoke does not permeate to spaces that are not originally 
affected by the smoke. Two hour ratings are mandatory for most assemblies including shafts 
and the floors of the building. Within the garage, trash rooms, and other unheated areas will be 
a dry standpipe system to prevent the pipes from freezing in the winter. These pipes in the 
spaces with dry pipe systems are comprised of cast iron piping to ensure longevity and 
strength.  
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Transportation 
Within the structure of Memorial Vista is 14 elevators that access various floors throughout the 
buildings different elevations. This number of elevators is based off of a request that the owner 
had in the initial design phase, where 12 of the elevators are for the use of all employees and 
the remaining 2 elevators are for the executive suites located on the top floors of the building.  
 

Telecommunications 

This building will be an office building in Northern Virginia. Because of the work that will be 
done here and because of the owner’s request, the specifications regarding the 
telecommunications systems, safety systems, security systems, and data will be withheld. What 
can be stated is the data and security package implemented into this building exceeds the 
standard for an average office building.  
  

LEED Certification 
 

This Office Building is aiming for LEED Gold with 60 points as a target. To do this, the 
construction process has stringently followed LEED methods to be more environmentally 
friendly, but all the while trying to reduce the cost of the project. This value engineering can be 
found anywhere from materials that do not contain CFC’s to getting material for the 
construction process within 500 miles of the site. To help the building thrive when the 
construction process has been completed, and is occupied by tenants, the building has been 
equipped with environmentally friendly aspects such as rain water harvesting drums and 
planters on the roof. The rain water harvesting equipment can be used in a wide variety of 
common water intensive tasks such as irrigating the buildings landscape to the use of the water 
in restrooms. Further looking at the environmental impact of the buildings footprint, the design 
team decided to implement rooftop planters. These roof planters will create pleasing spaces on 
the roof as if it were a courtyard, but will also reduce the heat island effect on the structure. 
These planters can be seen in figure 7 below. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

  

Figure 7 - Rendering courtesy of Gensler to show rooftop planters 
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Analysis I – SIPS Scheduling Applied to the Building’s Façade 
 

Problem Identification 
 

The original site and the structures that accompany the area can be seen in figure 8. These six 
yellow industrial buildings and single orange motel are to be demolished to create a plot of land 
that Memorial Vista can lay its foundation. The red outline in the figure below is the property 
outline that Memorial Vista will be a part of. Here, it becomes apparent that the existing road 
that runs thought the site will have to be removed to allow the building foundation to be laid, 
due to the heavy congestion of utilities shown below the surface.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Knowing that the road will require utility relocations, the Davis team and excavation contractor 
assembled site utility plans from previous years in the neighboring locations to see what was 
below the surface. To check the accuracy of these utility drawings, spot checks were performed 
in various locations with a backhoe. After numerous checks were performed around the site, it 
was apparent that the drawings had utilities miss marked or simply not shown. In the end, an 
estimate was put together to determine the cost and duration to relocate the densely packed 
utilities below the green highlighted road  
 
As the rerouting of the utilities for this road took place, tasks were being performed fairly 
closely to the duration of the line items specifically called out in the project schedule. This held 
true until a large sewer main was discovered below the road that had not been shown on any 
utility drawings. Shortly thereafter, it was discovered that there was no redundancy in the 
remote area for this specific main. The result would be that the team had to remove the gravity 
and forced main going through the site and route it to new lines installed outside of the 
project’s perimeter.  This forced the team to perform a complicated tie-in and swap process 
that cost more money than budgeted and pushed the schedule back by almost two months. 

Figure 8 – Original Site Courtesy of Google Maps, with Utility Plan overlay  
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Analysis Goals 
 

After reviewing the problem, is was apparent that the schedule was slipping significantly from 
the original date that was told to the owner. To get the project back on schedule, the analysis 
that will be completed must somehow accelerate the project schedule to get the project closer 
to the original completion date promised in the projected schedule during the early stages of 
the project. This process of constructing the building in a faster manner must provide the same 
quality work within a safe atmosphere, but the overall product must be produced more 
efficiently. To do this an alternate phasing and scheduling plan will be produced for the 
building’s façade, though the use of Short Interval Production scheduling (SIPS). The façade is 
specifically targeted in this process due to the apparent redundancy in the two wings of the 
building. A closer look at what floors have the potential to undergo the SIPS process will be 
completed in this report, as well as the overall durations to perform the analysis on the façade, 
and the final cost savings. In the end, it is believed that a total of around three to four days can 
be saved per floor if the building enclosure is installed efficiently and in a sequential and logical 
method.  
 

Process 
 

Original Study 
 

Short Interval Production Scheduling, or SIPS, is used in the construction industry when work is 
done in similar zones with continuous work. The procedure allows a formatted method to 
organize construction work by breaking an operation into detailed repeatable activities, as 
opposed to breaking the project into operations. The key to this type of scheduling operation is 
that the work must be repetitive in nature, to allow a “parade of trades” though each zone 
(Horman 2003). As the trades move from one zone to the next, the crews become more 
proficient, resulting in the project schedule being fast-tracked to allow the completion date to 
advance. The key points for a successful short interval production schedule analysis is that only 
one specific operation is analyzed, a much higher level of detail is needed, and that the 
personal involvement and commitment of everyone contributing to the operation must be 
involved in the development stages (Wang 2006).  
 
This SIPS application was applied to both the MGM Grand Hotel Project in Las Vegas, Nevada 
and The Pentagon Building in Arlington, Virginia. The MGM Grand proceeded to use SIPS to 
complete the structure of the building within a nine month schedule to meet the owner’s 
requirements and result in a profit for the job. Without the use of SIPS, neither the schedule or 
profit aspect could have been reached. The Pentagon also applies this scheduling process to 
accelerate the interior fit-out components, mechanical, electrical, and fire protection systems. 
Each of these projects used short interval production scheduling to formulate a schedule to 
keep the project on a stringent path, and in the end, both projects were completed on time and 
under their budget. Based on these studies, it is believed that a similar short interval production 
schedule can be executed on the Memorial Vista project, where a study of the building’s 
enclosure could result in an accelerated schedule with the same amount of quality as a result.  
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Analysis of the Original Schedule 
 

Prior to the study of the building’s façade in order to perform a SIPS analysis, the actual project 
schedule had to be analyzed and compared to the projected schedule from the beginning 
stages of the project. To clearly see the differences between the projected schedule prior to the 
start of construction and the actual project schedule, the dates and durations were condensed 
in a graphical manner within Microsoft Excel. The two schedules were then overlaid to compare 
the durations of each line item to see how much they altered from one another. The main goal 
was to determine the overall difference in project length when looking at the projected 
schedule and the actual schedule. These Excel spread sheets can be seen in Appendix A in the 
back of the report. The actual break down of the main activities can be seen in table 1 below. 
Here, it should be noted that the utility relocation process was the first activity that severely 
altered the time frame between the actual schedule and the initial projected schedule.  
 
Table 1 – Actual and Projected Durations on Memorial Vista 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Description

Issue Site Utilities Permit 9/30/2011 10/11/2011

Clearing, Grading, & Demo 9/21/2011 11/27/2011 10/6/2011 2/3/2012

Excavation, Sheeting, & Shoring 12/20/2011 2/16/2012 11/29/2011 3/16/2012

Footing to Grade 2/17/2012 5/10/2012 2/21/2012 7/26/2012

Building 12/7/2011 5/24/2012 1/17/2012 8/2/2012

Mobilization of Site 11/17/2011 12/2/2011 11/21/2011 1/20/2012

Utility Relocations 11/28/2011 2/1/2012 1/16/2012 7/27/2012

Demolition of Exisiting Buildings/ Hardscaping 12/5/2011 2/19/2011 2/8/2012 6/14/2012

Excavation/ Support of Excavation 3/5/2012 7/13/2012 5/1/2012 9/4/2012

Concrete Substructure 6/13/2012 10/16/2012 8/30/2012 12/11/2012

Concrete Superstructure 10/24/2012 2/25/2013 12/6/2012 5/1/2013

Façade & Roof 1/11/2013 5/13/2013 3/25/2013 6/14/2013

Core MEP / Finishes 5/13/2013 8/29/2013 5/2/2013 10/1/2013

Elevators 4/22/2013 9/25/2013 5/8/2013 10/15/2013

Concrete Substructure 6/28/2012 11/14/2012 9/6/2012 1/29/2013

Concrete Superstructure 11/15/2012 3/7/2013 1/18/2013 5/3/2013

Façade & Roof 2/8/2013 5/17/2013 3/13/2013 6/10/2013

Core MEP / Finishes 5/29/2013 9/11/2013 4/12/2013 10/2/2013

Elevators 3/8/2013 8/15/2013 5/10/2013 10/16/2013

Core MEP / Finishes 4/2/2013 8/5/2013 6/17/2013 10/2/2013

Sitework 3/14/2013 6/19/2013 4/19/2013 8/29/2013

Substantial Completion 6/4/2013 8/27/2013 7/19/2013 10/30/2013

Punchlist 8/28/2013 10/2/2013 10/31/2013 1/6/2014

Base Building Final Completion 10/2/2013 1/6/2014

SITEWORK / INSPECTIONS

LOBBY  

Durations
ActualProjected

CONSTRUCTION

SOUTH

NORTH

PERMITS
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After reviewing the two schedules visually in the Excel document, it was apparent that the two 
base building final completion dates for the actual and the proposed schedules varied by a total 
of 68 work days. The projected schedule had a base building final completion date set in mid-
October of 2013, but the actual date the base building construction was set to be completed 
was early January of 2014. With a 68 work day difference, this meant that the project would be 
completed nearly 14 work weeks late.  
 
The turn over date for project was crucial, due to the fact once the base building was 
completed, the interior fit out was to be bid and completed. If the base building construction 
were to take longer, the interior construction would be delayed and the tenants of the building 
would have to wait longer than anticipated to occupy the building. The difference in time from 
the two completion dates can visibly be seen in the overlay of each schedule below in figure 9. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1 – Duration Difference Between Actual and Projected Schedule 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

In the end, it was apparent that something must be done to accelerate the schedule in some 
fashion to get the job back on track to the original projected completion date of October 2nd, 
2013. Although it may not be possible to get all 68 work days back, SIPS will be used to reduce a 
portion of time after the utility relocation significantly extended the schedule.  

{ 

 

 

Key 

Actual Schedule 

Projected Schedule 68 Work 
Days 

Figure 9 – Visual Representation of the Difference between the Projected and Actual Schedule Final Completion Dates 
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Façade Breakdown 
 

After reviewing the schedule of both the estimated durations and the actual time it took to 
complete the project tasks, it was found that SIPS could possibly be implemented somewhere 
in the building, but in an area that had repeatable activities. The activity must be repeatable to 
allow a linear flow of work through or across the building, depending on the action that would 
be undertaken. Knowing that the interior fit out of the project was not in the scope of Davis’s 
contract, the façade was looked at to see if there was any repetition that could be studied to 
accelerate the assembly of the building’s enclosure. All four elevations were meticulously 
looked at to find whether or not the floors were enclosed in similar materials. The following 
two figures, figures 10 and 11, show the breakdown of the façade in a color coded format. Each 
new color represents a different type of enclosure that affixes to the building. Larger visual 
breakdowns of the façade can be seen in Appendix B towards the end of the report.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Figure 10 –Façade Material Breakdown of West (Top) and North (Bottom) Elevations from sheet A12.02 

Figure 11 –Façade Material Breakdown of East (Top) and South (Bottom) Elevations from Sheet A12.03 
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After reviewing the enclosure analysis on the previous page, it is apparent that the first floor 
varies too much from the make-up of the rest of the building. This is due to the fact that it is 
oriented with ornate entrances and storefront glass complemented with both concrete and 
metal panels. Since it varies so significantly from that of the façade of the other floors above it, 
the floor cannot be considered in this SIPS process of the façade of the building. Where the 
primary reason that this floor is ruled out on the analysis is due to the fact that the work is 
simply not repetitive enough.  
 
The other levels that have facades that do not resemble any of the other floors of the building 
(as a whole) are the sixth floor of the south wing and fifth floor of the north wing. These are 
both the highest floors of each wing, where the south wing stands 76’ 2” feet above grade at 6 
stories tall and the north wing is only 5 stories at 62’ 8” tall. The restrictions in height are a 
result of air restrictions in the area. The delineation of which wing is north and which is south 
can be seen in figure 12 below.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In addition, each of these top floors is known as the executive floors, where the floor plans of 
each are drastically different than those of the other levels below. That being said, floors two 
though five of the south wing and floors two though four of the north wing are virtually the 
same and could benefit immensely if SIPS was applied to the façade structures of these levels. 
These will be the floors focused on for this analysis. 

Figure 12 –Depiction of North & South Wing – Drawing Courtesy of Gensler Sheet A1.01 
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Building Zones 
 

Before looking at breaking the building into zones to complete the short interval production 
schedule, the layout of the building had to be looked at, along with the logistics of the site. The 
work for installing the building’s enclosure is reliant on numerous things over the duration of a 
project, but the main dependencies are the labor and equipment needed to complete the 
façade. This means that the tower cranes for this project must be strategically placed to allow 
all aspects of the project to be accessible. The façade will need to be installed through the use 
of these tower cranes, and also through the use of scaffolding. Since scaffolding is not 
stationary (for the most part) throughout an entire project, then the tower cranes must be 
placed in such a fashion that the zones associated with the SIPS analysis are easily accessible by 
the respective tower cranes. It is important to look at the placement of these cranes because 
they will be used to hoist the façade panels into place. If there was a single crane, the 
sequencing and building zones would have to be thought out completely different. The 
horizontal and vertical crane layout of the actual project can be seen below in figures 13 and 
14, where it is obvious that each crane can accommodate the separate wings as different zones.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 13 –Horizontal Crane Plan Courtesy of Facchina Construction Company 
 

Figure 14 – Vertical Crane Plan Courtesy of Facchina Construction Company 
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From this, it can be seen that the zones of the building can be broken up into their respective 
wings due to the fact that each crane is able to access its respectable wing.  
 
Work can then be broken into each floor to keep the work moving. Each floor of each wing will 
be completed and then the team of workers will move on to the next zone to create a flow of 
work in a linear scheduling format. By moving the work form one zone to the next as the 
building is constructed, there is limited down time to ensure an accelerated schedule. The 
following figure shows the breakdown of the building’s zones, where it can be seen that the 
first zone is in the south wing, the second in the north wing, and then alternation between the 
two wings as the building goes up. The south wing was chosen first due to the fact that the 
utility relocation took place in the area of the north wing. By starting in the south wing, the 
foundation work can be started before the utility relocations are totally completed, where the 
north win will follow shortly after the south wing is completed and the relocation process is 
complete. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The building areas that are in the green hues are the ones that will be undergoing the short 
interval production scheduling process, whereas the grey areas (as discussed earlier in the 
Façade Break down section) are not being studied due to their irregularity and uniqueness. To 
aid the viewer in distinguishing the floors in the above figure, they have been outlined in red.  
 
After the façade study and zone distinguishing process was completed, it was determined that 
the third floor of the south wing would be best to study for the SIPS analysis for the building. 
This was due to the fact that it had a centralized floor plan and façade make-up similar to the 
other floors that were to be looked at.  
 
The south wing of the third floor was specifically chosen due to the fact it had an average 
number of window panels when being compared to each of the other zones, and used the 
typical enclosure components found throughout the building.  Once the SIPS analysis would be 
completed on this floor, the data could be interpolated for the other levels of the south wing 
and then over to the north wing to determine the overall duration for the façade assembly. The 
end goal being that the building enclosure would be less than the actual time the activity took.  

Figure 15 – Building Zones Breakdown – Drawing Courtesy of Gensler 
 

ZONE 1 

ZONE 3 

ZONE 5 

ZONE 7 

ZONE 2 

ZONE 4 

ZONE 6 
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Durations 
 

To find the durations of each activity that takes place to install the facade, the overall duration 
for each wing had to be found. Figure 16, below, is an excerpt from the actual project schedule 
that shows the overall duration of each wing.  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The schedule that the above figure was taken from did not break the façade installation down 
into floor by floor sequencing, but rather by the material that was being installed throughout 
each face of the building. In other words, the activities were broken into line items that were 
specific to precast panels, glazing, and metal panels that were to attach to specific faces of the 
building rather than floors. From these line items, the activities were then split into specific 
levels of installation. This leads to a confusing schedule and miscommunication on when exactly 
materials had to be on site or when the activities had to be completed on what floor. To 
remove this misunderstanding, it was determined that the overall durations would be looked at 
for each wing and then the durations would be broken down by floor. These breakdowns can 
be seen in the work below. 
 
South Wing = 6 Stories 
North Wing = 5 Stories 
 
(101 Work Days) / (6 Stories) = 16.833 Work Days per Floor (South Wing) 
(66 Work Days) / (5 Stories) = 13.2 Work Days per Floor (North Wing) 
 
Therefore one floor of the building is to take around 30.033 days. This number was found using 
the overall duration of each wing and adding them together. In the end, it was believed that 
duration of the whole façade would be best used to figure out how long each floor took to 
install the façade system, rather than breaking the components up into their respective 
orientations and faces, as done so in the actual project schedule. By doing this, the possibility of 
double counting façade components is nearly eliminated.  
 

NORTH WING 

SOUTH WING 

Figure 16 – Excerpt of Project Schedule for Façade Durations Courtesy of DAVIS 
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The overall reason for obtaining the duration of the building enclosure installation was to see 
the time frame that SIPS had to come under in order to be a successful analysis.  
 
Since this SIPS analysis is purely focused on the third floor of the south building enclosure, the 
16.83 day duration will be the main target. From this value, the rest of the durations will be 
interpolated out to find the total duration of installation for the building’s enclosure systems. 
For the analysis to be successful, the duration of the south wing of the third floor must be less 
than this 16.83 time frame.  
 
The next step would be to find the area of the façade that needs to be installed. This will be 
done to calculate the durations for the installation process. Below is figure 17 showing where 
the square footage of the building enclosure for the south wing of the third floor is calculated. 
First the perimeter is found and then multiplied by the height the enclosure component spans 
to find the square footage of material for this floor around the entire building. The red 
represents the window glazing; where green is representing the precast concrete panels. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 17 – Square Footage Calculations for South Wing of 3rd Floor 
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RED = Glazing 
(8731.605 S.F.) / 160 = 54.573 
Where 160 the Daily Output value from R.S. Means that can be seen in Appendix C 
54.573 / 6 hrs. = 9.095 Days/ floor wing 
 Note that 6 hours are used as an average work day to take into account two hours of 
 the day for delays, mobilization of scaffolding, and crane hoisting times. 
 
GREEN = Precast Concrete Panels 
(2208 S.F.) / 320 = 6.9 
Where 320 is the Daily Output value from R.S. Means that can be seen in Appendix C 
5.403 / 6 hrs. = 1.15 Days / floor wing 
 Note that 6 hours are used as an average work day to take into account two hours of 
 the day for delays, mobilization of scaffolding, and crane hoisting times. 
 
 
9.095 + 1.15 = 10.245 days  
 

Since there are more than likely going to be some form of weather delays or delayed material 
deliveries, it will be assumed that each floor will be completed in 11 days per floor [as opposed 
to 16.833 days/ floor above]. 
 
By doing these calculations, it can already be seen that the schedule will be shortened by a little 
more than 5 days for this level of the south wing alone. It is important to remember that the 
SIPS analysis will not be applied to all floors, but rather floors two through five of the south 
wing and floors two through four of the north wing, which was discussed earlier in the report. 
This results to seven total zones that will be studied in the hope that the schedule is accelerated 
from the actual durations.  
 
Façade Components  
 

In the end, the components of the third floor were counted using Autodesk Quantity Takeoff 
2013. The façade can be broken down into 4 main materials – vision glass, spandrel glass, 
precast concrete panels, and metal panels. The typical vision glass, signified by GL1 in the 
drawings, and the typical spandrel glass, signified by GL2 in the drawings, is manufactured by 
Viracon. The precast concrete panels and metal panels are broken up into various increments 
when they are delivered to the site, depending on their final location on the building. The 
primary location for the metal paneling is around the storefront on the first floor. A breakdown 
of the work can be seen below in only the third wing of the south wing of the building.  
 

Gl1 = Typical Vision Glass = 305 Panes 
GL2 = Typical Spandrel Glass = 66 Panes 
Precast Concrete Panels = 384 L.F. (22 Panels) 
 

This means there are a total of 152 panels around the 3rd floor of the south wing with 393 
pieces (excluding frames/mullions).  
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Duration per Panel Installed 
 

11 days to construct a floor (Where there are 8 work hours/day) = 88 work hours per floor wing 
(88 hours) / (152 Panels) = 34.73 minutes per panel – Installation 
 This value takes into account crane operation or hoisting material to the proper bay. 
 
Therefore: 
It takes 34.73 minutes on average to complete one panel around the perimeter of the building. 
There are 130 panels of glazing. 
There are 22 precast pieces. 
 
It is assumed that precast panels will to take less time to hang since they are directly welded or 
bolted to the structure and no framing is necessary. Therefore, 28 minutes is assigned for the 
precast panels. This allows the left over 6.73 minutes of each of the concrete panels (or 148.06 
minutes total) to be divided amongst the glazing panels that require the frame to be installed 
and then put in place. Each of the 130 glazing panels of the third floor facade then gain 1.13 
minutes of additional installation time, yielding a total installation time to be 35.86 minutes. 
This can be seen in the snip of the project schedule below, in figure 18.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The full project schedule can be seen in Appendix D, were all components and durations of the 
elements of the third floor of the south wing are visibly mapped out. It is important to note that 
when looking at the schedule, some of the durations seem a little longer than the other 
durations, even though the duration imputed into the schedule is the same. This is because 
extra time is shown in the schedule for the night hours where work is not taking place, and also 
during the weekends (seen above in red extended bar, line item 136).  
 
Each component in this schedule is also broken down into the panels that are installed, instead 
of individual panes of glazing and the mullions associated. The reason for this was to allow the 
4D model to be more accurately portrayed. 

Figure 18 – Synchro Schedule of 3rd Floor of South Wing 
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The overall result of the scheduling process of the third floor of the south wing is that the 
installation process takes 11 days 4 hours and 35 minutes to complete. This data was then 
taken and implemented into Synchro Pro. Here, the schedule and model were linked to create a 
4-D schedule. A view of the 3-D portion of 4-D model can be seen below, in figure 19. Here, one 
face of the individual panels have been installed and the pattern will be to continue in a 
clockwise format if an aerial view was the viewing angle. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In figure 19, it can be seen that the façade installation is to be initiated on the northeast point 
of the south wing. This is to ensure that the installation of the building façade spirals its way up 
the building as the work zones bounce back and forth from the north wing to the south wing. 
By creating this spiral sequencing pattern, the work and productivity will be able to be run 
smoother. Hoists and scaffolding will be able to be taken down and moved slightly, rather than 
relocating to the other side of the building. In the end, this will save enormous amounts of time 
in the project schedule, and hopefully bring the project closer to the original projected base 
building completion date.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 19 – Synchro 4D Model Representation of 3rd Floor of South Wing 
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Results 
 

After completing the analysis on the façade of the third floor of the south wing, the schedule 
created had a final duration of 11 days, 4 hours, and 35 minutes. This is equivalent to 11.575 
days, where each work day is 8 hours long. This means that floors two though five of the south 
wing all take 11.573 days to complete the façade, but the façade for the north wing is a little 
smaller, so linear interpretation is needed. This work can be seen below. 
 
 

      

      
 

      
    
     

                      

    
    
     

                   
  

      
    
     

                     

                           
 

 
                         
 
 
This means that floors two through five of the south wing take 11.573 days/floor, and floors 2 
through 4 of the north wing take 9.075 days/floor.  
 
Now the total duration of the floors that underwent the SIPS simulation must be calculated and 
compared to the original duration to see how much time, if any at all, was saved in the overall 
project schedule.  
 
 
 South Wing 
  Floors being taken into account: 2, 3, 4, & 5 (4 floors total) 
  Actual duration to do these floors = (16.833 days/floor)*(4 floors) = 67.332 days 
  SIPS duration = (11.573 days/floor)*(4 floors) = 46.292 days 
   Difference of 21.04 days ~~ 21 days 
 
 North Wing 
  Floors being taken into account: 2, 3, 4, & 5 (3 floors total) 
  Actual duration to do these floors = (13.2 days/floor)*(3 floors) = 39.6 days 
  SIPS duration = (9.075 days/floor)*(3 floors) = 27.225 days 
   Difference of 12.375 days ~~ 12 days 
 
 
Adding the two differences will give the total time that the SIPS analysis was able to save in the 
project schedule. This value yields around 33 days. That means a little more than a total month 
was saved in the short interval production process. To show this impact not only on the overall 
project duration, the next page has a quick breakdown on the cost savings for the budget for 
the general conditions for Memorial Vista.  
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If thirty-three days were saved in the project’s overall schedule, the project would be under 
construction for around one less month than the actual project’s duration was. This would 
mean about 4 weeks total would be saved in labor costs and general conditions costs.  
 
If the total general conditions cost for Memorial Vista came to $2,878,060 for a project that was 
to take place for 163 weeks from the start of demolition to the final stages of the building’s 
final completion and occupancy, than the general conditions cost would result in being about 
$17,657 per week. Since this SIPS analysis saved around 4 weeks, the owner would be able to 
save $70,627 on the projects general conditions cost. This is around a 2% savings for general 
conditions alone, which seems small, but this savings can be used in the unforeseen cost of the 
utility relocations.  
 

Recommendations 
 

Per the results of this analysis, it is suggested that the proposed phasing plan and short interval 
production schedule analysis be implemented to the façade of Memorial Vista. This proposed 
schedule that was used to make the 4-D model and show the SIPS analysis does not comprise 
any additional expenses to any parties on the project, but rather shares a way of performing 
the work more efficiently. If the workers follow through with this certain schedule, the 
durations will be shortened, and the general condition fees will be reduced $70,627, which is a 
2% decrease.  
 
By implementing this analysis, the project will not only have a lower general conditions cost, 
but will allow the project to be completed close to a month sooner. By completing Memorial 
Vista a month sooner than the actual schedule, the project will be closer to the original 
projected completion date before the utility relocation mishap, and will allow the interior fit 
out of the building to take place closer to the time it was originally planned in the preliminary 
schedule. This will deliver the building to the aviation tenant quicker, where lease payments will 
be made sooner for the building owner.  
 
To further this study, one could study the time it would take to lift the individual elements of 
the façade to lead to a clearer and more accurate outcome. This will allow for almost an exact 
time frame to perform the task of enclosing the building, if everything flows correctly and there 
is no weather, injury, or unexpected delays. Although a situation like this would be rare, it 
would allow the schedule and project team to figure out almost exactly how much time they 
can make up through this analysis to allow the schedule to become closer to becoming on track 
with the original schedule from the beginning of the project.  
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Analysis II – Prefabrication & Study of Photovoltaic Windows 
 

Problem Identification 
 

The main problem for the construction of this building, as stated in Analysis I, is the under 
estimated length of the utility relocations. This resulted in extended project durations for 
Memorial Vista, when being compared to the original schedule. Based on the unforeseen 
conditions, the project was extended around another two months than originally projected. To 
help get the construction of Memorial Vista back on schedule, the team at Davis looked at 
every aspect of the future activities in the schedule after the utility relocation to see what could 
be combined or done more efficiently.  
 
One thing that could have had the potential to hasten installation durations would have been 
the use of prefabrication. Since the building is simply a core and shell construction, and will be 
turned over to another team to perform the interior fit-out, the most logical items to 
prefabricate would be the façade, specifically the glazing. This structure is erected with seven 
different types of glass all of which are directly mounted to the structure of the building in small 
sections, where each pain or unit is fastened with the help or a crane or hoist. The installation 
process then flows across the building on each floor and progresses up the structure. This is 
heavily time intensive and could be expedited through the use of prefabrication. If the window 
units were to be attached to the structure in a way that more than one is attached at a time, 
this could hasten the schedule. If the window units were pre-manufactured into panel like 
structures, the sealant between each window has the potential to be a tighter seal than those 
done in the field allowing for the quality control of the item to increase.  
 

Analysis Goals 
 

The problem of having the project completed significantly after its targeted completion date 
still exists. Although Analysis I caught the project up to only be 33 ahead of schedule and closer 
to the preliminary schedule, there are still 26 to be made up. To get back on schedule, the 
analysis will once again strive to obtain the goal of accelerating the project schedule to get the 
project closer to the original completion date. To accelerate the schedule, but remain 
consistent with quality, the analysis will focus on prefabrication of individual panels, and also 
prefabrication of photovoltaic glass in certain areas. If the glass is pre-manufactured in a plant 
off site, the panels have the potential to be delivered on the exact date they are needed and 
then immediately fastened to the structure. This will save time and capital, and when the 
photovoltaic glass is prefabricated it has the potential to save the money throughout the 
building’s life span. In the end, it is believed that a total of around one to two days can be saved 
per floor if the building enclosure is prefabricated and installed in a logical method. This 
duration is less than average due to the fact that the installation times have already been 
looked at in analysis I so it will be determined if and additional installation time will be saved 
through prefabrication.   
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Process 
 

Original Study 
 

On most projects, after the design phase takes place of the building’s façade, it sits around until 
the building it to be enclosed and the glazing and mullions are installed one piece at a time. This 
can be done, but the process can sometimes be tedious and increase the construction process 
for the overall schedule. To limit the length of this construction process, and sometimes even 
shorten the project schedule, prefabrication can be performed. This practice takes place 
between the design and construction phase, where the element – in this case, the glazing of the 
building’s façade – can be prefabricated to allow a safer construction process and a shorter 
duration to construct because they are being constructed on the ground and at an external 
location. As a result, the prefabrication process allows the building’s enclosure components to 
be constructed in an assembly line manner, where efficiencies can be introduced to save large 
durations of time on the project. On the Trimble Westminster Project in Westminster, 
Colorado, the team decided to implement this prefabrication process on multiple aspects of the 
buildings components, but specifically the window systems.  
 
To prefabricate these ribbon windows and curtain wall, it was decided that they were to be 
manufactured in the glazing subcontractor’s shop to enhance on-site efficiency and safety by 
minimizing material and worker exposure to site conditions and other trades (Trimble 2013). 
The only problem that resulted from this was that a few panels were broken in the 
transportation and installation process, other than that the process was flawless and saved 
copious amounts of surplus installation time. When the panels were being manufactured off 
site, the workers could easily access all of their tools in a close proximity. The prefabrication 
crews were also did not have to work around other project activity, and when the panels 
arrived, the installation time where the might have been above workers was significantly 
reduced. In addition, the workers were constructing the panels out of the brutality of the fierce 
Colorado wind which could have delayed work (Trimble 2013). In the end, the schedule was 
shortened for the entire façade by a total of 4.5 weeks. By looking closer at this case study, 
there are numerous similarities between the Trimble building and Memorial Vista. The only 
large differences are location and the fact that some of the windows that would be 
prefabricated have the potential of being photovoltaic glazing units.  
 

The next step was to look into a case study 
where photovoltaic glass was being 
implemented. After researching various case 
studies, the most informative was the pilot 
project on the 56th floor of the Willis Tower. 
Here, the south facing windows were 
replaced with Pythagoras Solar’s transparent 
solar windows. By doing this, it was hoped 
that the solar gain and cooling costs would be 
cut down due to the increased power Figure 20 – PV Glass Breakdown Courtesy of 

http://www.solarpowerworldonline.com 
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harnessed from the suns energy.  These windows allow diffuse light to pass through, but use a 
prism to reflect sunlight down onto horizontal photovoltaic cell along the bottom of the unit 
(reference figure 20 on the previous page). If the pilot project proves successful, Pythagoras 
Solar windows could be expanded beyond the fifth floor to cover enough surface area to 
provide over two megawatts of solar power (Quick 2011). Since the photovoltaic glass is a 
relatively new field of study, it has been hesitant by owners to install on their buildings. Its high 
initial cost is not always rapidly returned in savings, leading to some obvious hesitation.   
 

Possibility of the Prefabrication of Photovoltaic Glazing Units 
 

To relate the case study of the Trimble building to Memorial Vista fully, the process of 
photovoltaic glazing units must be looked in to in order to see if prefabrication is even possible. 
After further research, it was discovered the photovoltaic glass units are prefabricated in a 
similar manner to that of a traditional glazing unit. The only difference is that the electrician is 
needed to hook up the collector to the invertor once on site to change the power generated 
from DC current to AC. This is done in order for the building to be able to use the power 
generated since most systems run off of AC current within a building (Miroslav 2007). This 
whole phenomenon where sunlight is changed from light to power can be described in a few 
steps. Within sunlight are photons, or particles of sunlight, and these hit the photovoltaic 
glazing units. The PV units convert those photons into electrons of direct current electricity, and 
they then flow out of the units to an inverter. Here, the electrons change from direct current 
power to alternating current power, which can then be used to power various systems within 
the building (California Energy 2013).  
 

Pros and Cons of Photovoltaic Glass 
 

With photovoltaic glass units in the state of Virginia, numerous incentives and advantages can 
be a result of their installation. One of the main ones is that the use of these glazing units can 
result in up to 12 credits and 39 points in the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design 
(LEED) scoring system. Some of the main points that could be applied to the LEED tracking list 
can be seen in figure 21 below. Some of these may already be used to give Memorial Vista’s 60 
points to become LEED Gold, but the addition of these points could push the building into the 
LEED Platinum category. By doing this, the building can now be granted an additional floor area 
ratio of 0.45, which could be used in the future it the tenant does choose to add an additional 
wing to expand the building size to accompany more employees. The other incentive is that the 
additional height could also be rewarded for meeting the Platinum level (Virginia Economic 
2014). This may not be as crucial for Memorial Vista, due to the fact that it has air restriction 
based on its location to a nearby air strip, but the floor area ratio may be important to note.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 21 – LEED Credentials Courtesy of Onyx Solar (http://www.onyxsolar.com/) 
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Some of the other aspects of photovoltaic glass that yields them to being extremely beneficial is 
the fact that the fuel that they run on is free and natural sunlight. The system is also quiet and 
requires minimal maintenance throughout their lifetime.  
 
The down side to the photovoltaic glazing units is that they have an extremely high cost, when 
being compared to conventional glass facades. The high cost is also not compensated for in a 
short payback time, but can sometimes be extremely long. In some instances, the pay-back 
period could take longer than the life of an average building. If cost was not a main concern, the 
next issue would be that the photovoltaic units create direct electric current that needs to be 
converted to alternating current before it can be used to power the building. One of the other 
large disadvantages it that the photovoltaic glazing units relatively low efficiency levels that 
range between 12 to 20%, and they are significantly limited based on the availability of the sun 
(Green 2012).  
 
Prefabrication of Glazing Units 
 

The glazing for this façade was originally purchased through Viracon Glass, where the three 
different types of glazing for the building’s enclosure were all delivered directly to the site. 
Form here, Harmon Inc. was the exterior glazing subcontractor and supplied frames and 
manufactured the panels on the job site. This was done out of the way of most of the work 
being done on a plot of land adjacent to the site. This neighboring parcel can be seen in the 
figure below in light green next to the soccer fields. The reason why this site was accessible for 
assembly was due to the fact that the original contract with government officials states that the 
design of the surrounding landscape was to be improved. The contractors used this clause to 
their advantage by using the space as assembly and laydown areas prior to improving the 
landscape. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Due to the fact that the assembly point was across the street from most of the construction, 
the crew working on fabrication of the panels could work safer and more efficiently. The crew 
could easily access all tools and could work through most weather that may not have been 
possible if the windows were framed as they were being hung. By framing on site and a good 
distance from construction, work was not slowed down due to crane work or delayed due to 
work not able to be completed under the lifts. The only problem with this was that the work 
was dependent on the weather. It may have been more efficient to prefabricate the glazing 
panels in an enclosed and easily controlled environment. By doing this, both safety and 
efficiency could be more strictly followed and ensure the activity of enclosing the building was 
completed on time.  

Figure 22 – Assembly location courtesy of Davis and Google Maps 
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If Harmon Inc. was to continue supplying the manpower to fabricate the glazing, they could 
have the Viracon glass panels delivered to a manufacturing plant to prefabricate panels in one 
of their controlled environments. The closest manufacturing plant that Harmon Inc. has to the 
project site, while keeping the transportation path in mind, would be their Cincinnati 
Fabrication Center in West Chester, Ohio. Figure 23 below shows the duration and distance the 
glass would be transported if the panes of glass were fabricated on site and traveled from 
Owatonna, Minnesota to northern Virginia. Figure 24 shows the same start and finish points as 
figure 23, but adds an additional stop in West Chester, Ohio for the prefabrication process. The 
result is that the total duration and distance traveled is only approximately 2 hours longer than 
the original path with around an additional cost of $70 in fuel. By being prefabricate in a shop, 
the panels to be manufactured safer and with more stringent quality control.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Northern, VA 

Northern, VA 

Figure 23– Travel Path from Viracon Glass to Site courtesy of Mapquest 
 

Figure 24 – Travel Path from Viracon Glass to Harmon Inc., and then to Site courtesy of Mapquest 
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The stop in West Chester, Ohio would be the first stop that the Viracon glass panels would 
make. A glass transport tractor trailers would be loaded with the glass and drive from the 
Viracon manufacturing plant to the Harmon Inc. prefabrication plant in Westchester, Ohio. This 
first leg of transportation would be made in one of Viracon’s glass transport trailer, as seen in 
figure 25 below. The trailer consists of compartments for safely housing the glass for shipping 
to allow minimal damage as the distance is covered. This type of trailer is similar to the one in 
figure 26. The truck used to transport this glass within the marked distance was assumed to be 
a Volvo VNL 300 tractor trailer with a gas mileage of 7.1 miles to the gallon. With this 
information, the trip cost was calculated on MapQuest with an average diesel price of $3.36 per 
gallon along the route. Each of the costs for the duration of the trip directly to the site and with 
the additional stop can be seen outlines in red in figures 23 and 24 on the previous page. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The next step would be to figure out how much lead time needs to be given to Harmon Inc. to 
complete the prefabrication in time to get the glazing panels to the site by April 1st, 2013. The 
abbreviated schedules where this information was found can be seen in Appendix E. For this to 
take place, 10 to 12 weeks would need to be given in advance for approval, and 8 weeks from 
the start of fabrication until enough cache is built to start in the field. This unit production in 
the shop continues after the building enclosure start date in the field until all the units are 
completed and installed.  The shop generally has to stay 2 weeks ahead of the field, so the 
workers do not run out of units to set, according to Patrick Hartford of Harmon Inc. (Hartford 
2014). 
 
This being said, the order must be put in around 12 weeks in advance, where the order will 
start to be processed in around 8 weeks before the glazing panels are needed on site. That 
means that the order would have to be made during the week of January 7th, 2013. The order 
then would have been processed on February 4th, 2013 and the panels would have begun to be 
prefabricated. With the panels the typical panels that accompany this building being 
approximately 11.5’ x 5’, Harmon Inc. can manufacture the panel in 12 hours, where 

Figure 25 – Viracon Glass Transportation Truck Courtesy of Google 
Images 

 

Figure 26 –Glass Transportation Trailer Courtesy of Google 
Images 
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approximately 20 panels are made a day. These values would not be taken into account to 
formulate the schedule later in this analysis, due to the fact the delivery date will be assumed 
to be on time. By having the panels prefabricated off site, the safety concerns and scheduling 
become easier for Davis, and they would be able to supply a better product as a result. As the 
panels would be prefabricated, they would then be stored in a warehouse according to both 
Viracon and Harmon’s standards, until the day they are to be shipped to the site.  
 
The panels would have then been delivered from the prefabrication plant in West Chester, Ohio 
to the northern Virginia site on March 29th, 2013. Although the windows are needed on April 
1st, which is a Monday, the panels would have been delivered on a Friday to ensure the work 
would not be held up, and work could smoothly and efficiently flow. The material laydown area 
would be the same location that the previous on-site prefabrication location was (as seen 
previously in figure 22). The delivery of these panels would be unique in the fact that they 
would be coming preassembled to the site and would have to fit on a flatbed tractor trailer. The 
orientation of these panels can be seen in figure 27 below. This trailer is different than the 
Viracon one that dropped the glass panes off at Harmon Inc.’s prefabrication plant, due to the 
fact it is a flatbed style. The truck pulling the load is still assumed to be the Volvo VNL 300 to 
keep with consistent rates for miles per gallon, but now a flatbed model. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

As the panels are transported, it can be seen in the figure above that 27 panels come at one 
time. These 27 panels are under the Virginian maximum load capacity of 24,000 pounds.  
 
 
 

Figure 27 – SketchUp Model of Panel Transportation from Prefab Shop to Site 
 

8’6” 

42’ 
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Once at the site, the panels are laid in the assembly area and then moved to the perimeter of 
the building with the help of a telescoping fork lift. As the prefabricated panels arrived on site, 
they would be staged in a manner that they would be assembled. The unloading process can be 
seen in figure 28. Then, once the panels are laid down and brought to the construction site, the 
panels are lifted into place through the use of the crane, as needed.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
To determine what prefabricated portions of the glazing was to be photovoltaic, a solar study 
had to be completed to share what face of the building would yield the most natural sunlight 
for the longest duration. By finding this face, the pay off period would presumably be the 
quickest.  
 

Solar & Shading Study (Breadth 1)  
 

The first step was to look at Revit 2014 to perform a shadow study to share where the largest 
shadows would be casted on the building using the buildings orientation and location. In these 
locations, photovoltaic glass would be deemed inefficient due to the fact that no direct sunlight 
is hitting the units. The figures below show the Revit model and the location of the sun for the 
winter and summer solstice and autumnal and vernal equinox.  
  

Figure 28 – SketchUp Model of Telescoping Fork Lift Unloading Panels 
 

Figure 29 – Revit Model of Memorial Vista 
 

Figure 30 – Revit Model Shadow Study 
 

Summer Solstice 

Winter Solstice  

Vernal & Autumnal 
Equinox 
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The four times of the year shown in figure 30 are most important of a study of this kind due to 
the fact that these are the extremes for the entire year. On June 21st, which is the summer 
solstice, the sun is at its highest point in the sky for the entire year. Contrary to the summer 
solstice is the winter solstice, which is on December 21st, and this is where the sun is at its 
lowest point in the sky. The other two locations are directly in the middle and these times are 
known as the vernal and autumnal equinox, which fall on March 21st and September 21st 
respectively. With these times, an animation was produced in Revit to show where the shadows 
of the building are cast throughout the four critical days to clearly show the spectrum of 
possibilities.  
 
 After completing the shading study, it was determined that a solar study would have to be 
completed to actually show which surface obtained the most sunlight. This was done with the 
help of Autodesk Ecotect. Here, a simple model was produced in the program and oriented to 
the proper direction and location to perform an accurate study. This then produced a 3-D 
graphic that showed the watt-hours per meter squared for each of the four main dates listed in 
the shadow study. These figures can be seen below in figures 31 through 34. 
 

  

Figure 31 – Autodesk Ecotect Model of Summer Solstice (June 21st) 
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Figure 32 – Autodesk Ecotect Model of Spring Equinox (March 21st) 
 

Figure 33 – Autodesk Ecotect Model of Winter Solstice (December 21st) 
 

Figure 34 – Autodesk Ecotect Model of Autumn Equinox (September 21st) 
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In addition, Ecotect was able to generate another shadow study for the entire year in 
sequential shading, which can be seen in figure 35 below.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
After doing both the solar and shadow study in Revit and Autodesk Ecotect, it was determined 
that the southwest façade of the building’s south wing would best be suited for the 
photovoltaic glass because of the fact that the sun allows this face to gather the most watt-
hours per meter squared. This exterior face is also the rear of the building in the layout; 
therefore the photovoltaic glass will not be seen by guests pulling up to the structure.  
 
It was determined to do all of the glass for the southwest face of the south wing because the 
more glass that could be redesigned to be photovoltaic; the larger collection surface there was 
for the sun’s rays. The only concern was that the first floor is a very high end lobby that may 
clash with the look of photovoltaic glass, but in the end, it was determined that the glass would 
not affect the feel of this space. This was because the elevator bank in the lobby blocks the 
view from the front of the building to the back, so it would most likely be seen to a minimal 
scale. By reviewing the location and keeping the modern open look of the lobby, all while 
implementing the photovoltaic glass, the building is able to keep the aesthetic feel that the 
architect was trying to portray, all while generating electricity for the buildings internal systems.  
 
 

Figure 35 – Ecotect Generation of Shadow Range for Year in Northern Virginia 
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Photovoltaic Layout & Breakdown 
 

Below is a breakdown of the southwest façade of the south wing, where the area of the glass 
panels was taken off in Autodesk Quantity Takeoff 2013. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After performing this takeoff in Autodesk Quantity Takeoff 2013, it was determined that a total of 9,553 
square feet of glazing has the capability to become glazing for PV Glass. Knowing this, a 
calculation had to be done to calculate the output of an area this size of photovoltaic glass. That 
can be seen in table 2.  
 
Table 2 – Cost Savings per Year of PV Glazing Units 

 

 

 
 
Appendix F shares where the kilowatt hours per day in northern Virginia were found, along with 
the specification sheet for the photovoltaic glazing unit used. The watts per panel were taken 
from Appendix F, as was the dimensions. This then allowed the watts per square foot to be 
calculated. With the total square footage of glass calculated to be 9,553 from the figure 36, the 
total kilowatts that the photovoltaic glazing units would produce was found. The next step was 
to find the average hours of daylight in Virginia per day to determine the total kilowatt-hours 
per year. The result was that the photovoltaic glazing units could produce just over 81 thousand 
kilowatts per year. With an average of eight cents per kilowatt in the Virginia area, the total 
cost savings that this system could produce resulted in $6.6 thousand (U.S. Energy 2014). This 
cost does not take into account installation costs or incentives associated with the product.  
 
To compare this cost, reference Appendix G. Here an online cost generator that takes into place 
location and orientation calculated the cost savings to be $6,115.64. This is extremely close to 
the cost that was hand generated; being that it is around 8% less than the value found in table 
1.  

Watts/Panel
Width 

(ft.)

Height 

(ft.)
SF/Panel Watts/SF

Total SF of 

Glazing
Total Watts

Total 

kW
Days/Yr

Hrs/Day of Sunlight in 

VA (kWh/day)
Hrs/Yr

Total 

kWh/Yr

Cost/kWh 

in VA

Cost 

Savings/Yr

252.8 5.00 5.00 25.00 10.11 9553.00 96599.94 96.60 365 2.3 839.5 81,096 $0.08 $6,649.84

Figure 36 – Area Where Photovoltaic Glass Will be Hung for Optimum Efficiency (Drawing Courtesy of Gensler) 
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Prefabricated Panel Layout 
 

Now that the cost savings and the location of the photovoltaic glazing have been determined, 
the units can be prefabricated. There will be two types of prefabricated units, those being full 
floor to floor glazing panels with their frames, and strip windows that are smaller and don’t 
include the precast concrete panels at the plenum areas. Knowing this and that each delivery is 
27 panels total, the sequencing diagram can be fabricated.  
 
The following figures (figure 37 and 38) show how the work that would be conducted. Piece by 
piece, the façade would come together and eventually lead to the milestone of building being 
completely enclosed. This leads to a total of 611 prefabricated panels delivered to the site, but 
does not take into account all of the photovoltaic strip windows.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

` 

Figure 37 – Location of Prefab Glazing Panels per Delivery 
 

Figure 38 – Location of Prefab Glazing Panels per Delivery opposite Side 
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The photovoltaic strip windows are represented through the light green color on the south 
façade in figure 38. There strip windows will require an additional 222 units. With the 611 floor 
to floor glazing panels and the 222 strip windows that don’t include the precast concrete pales, 
a grand total of 833 panels to be prefabricated for Memorial Vista is the result. If each truck 
carries 27 panels, a total of 31 trucks will roll in and out of the site and will need to be 
continuously staged for installation.  
 
The installation would start on the south wing, due to the fact the foundation of the south wing 
was started first, leading to the levels of the south wing to be completed prior to those of the 
north wing. To eliminate the probability of workers constrained due to space or other work 
going on in their surroundings, the entire third floor of the prefabricated installation will be 
completed for the south wing before the third floor of the north wing begins. Both wings will be 
constructed simultaneously after the third floor of the south wing is completed, in order to save 
time in the installation process and lead to the building being fully enclosed quicker. Prior to 
the third floor installation taking place, the few photovoltaic panels being installed on the first 
and second floor will take place simultaneously. One thing that must be kept in mind is that the 
south facing façade will take significantly longer in the prefabricated installation process due to 
the entire wall becoming prefabricated photovoltaic glazing.  
 
The zone that this analysis did not take into account would be the installation of the precast 
concrete panels, but the same durations will be used of those calculated from analysis I to 
provide a schedule of the façade installation with prefabricated panels. Since Harmon Inc. only 
provides prefabrication of the glass and frame, the precast concrete subcontractor for the job 
(Arban & Carosi) were responsible for the installation of the precast façade once the strip 
windows were installed to their correct location. The schedule also does not take into account 
the cost of the converters needed to allow the suns energy to be used in the building or the 
wiring associated. 
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Schedule Outline 
 

The next step was to organize the 27 panel regions in figures 37 and 38 into a schedule format. 
The actual schedule can be found in Appendix H, but figure 39 below sows a breakdown of each 
line item. The colors that are associated with each line item coordinate back to figures 37 and 
38 to help show the location of the line item. The items are broken up into a North Wing and a 
South Wing, where work takes place simultaneously.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the end, the overall duration cannot be looked at to see how much time was saved from the 
original schedule; due to the fact the SIPS analysis for Breadth 1 studied this information. The 
duration that can be compared is that for 833 panels of the building, 5.9 minutes was saved 
during the installation period. That equates to 10.239 days saved in the schedule for the 
installation of these glazing units. To account for some installation problems, inefficiencies or 
delays, it will be assumed that 10 days were saved prefabricating the glazing. This includes the 
prefabrication of the photovoltaic units.  
 

Figure 39 – Prefab Schedule Line Items and Associated Colors 
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Photovoltaic Cost Analysis 
 

Once the schedule is complete, the cost to run the building must be calculated in order to see 
how influential the prefabricated panels will be. This will also determine the payback period for 
the photovoltaic units.  
 
Within Memorial Vista are 3 switchboards at 4000 Amps each, where two of them in use and 
one is purely there for the connection to the future wing of Memorial Vista and is not 
connected to receive current. The calculations below will show the cost for the building to run 
its systems for the day, a month (specifically looking at January), and then the cost for an 
average year.  
 

      
[            ]

    
  

[                                ]

    
          

 
      

   
                                           

 
For this estimation, an average office building was determined to be in use around 12 hours a 
day, where 7 A.M. to 7 P.M. would be the typical time frame. This is because the times that 
employees start and finish their day vary, where the peak load is in the middle of the day, but 
there is still power requirements to be fulfilled for the employees to get their job done early in 
the morning and when they stay late after work.  
 
 
      

   
                     = 36,864 kW - h 

 
Next, the cost for a kilowatt-hour needed to be found for northern Virginia. This was 
determined to be an average of 8.20 cents per kilowatt-hour (U.S. Energy 2014).  
 
 
Knowing this, the total cost for the power necessary to allow the building to perform the task of 
being an environment for leading aviation pioneers can be seen below. 
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Looking at this information during the month of January, it can be compared to the electricity 
cost to the Pattee Library on the Pennsylvania State University’s campus. Since both buildings 
will have similar loads and number of occupants, they will most likely result in comparative 
monthly costs. The only thing that must be taken into account is the gross square feet of each 
building. Memorial Vista has a total of 322,725 gross square feet, whereas the Pattee Library 
has only 232,665 gross square feet. The total cost for electricity in the month of January in both 
2012 and 2011 can be seen on below. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
This figure, although has a smaller gross square footage compared to Memorial Vista, can be 
used to ensure the monthly cost estimate is on track for a building of its size and use. Although 
in different states, and varying gross square footages, the fact that the library’s electric costs 
range from fifty-eight thousand to sixty-six thousand in the month of January is linearly 
interpolated to be comparable to that of Memorial Vista where the monthly cost in January was 
to be just under ninety-four thousand. The calculation was completed with costs that were 
most likely now and to date, and also was roughly one-hundred thousand more gross square 
feet. This was the reason for a higher monthly value for the cost of electricity in the month of 
January for Memorial Vista. 
 
Lastly, the yearly estimate for power was calculated below. 
 
 
    

    
                                                                          

 
 
 

Figure 40 – Data Supplied for Pattee Library courtesy of Penn State’s Office of Physical Plant  
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If the actual cost to run the building is around $1.1 million per year, the cost with the 
photovoltaic glass can be seen to be reduced below 
 

(Actual Total cost of Electricity/ year) $1,103,340.25 
(Cost savings of PV glazing of SW facade of S. Wing) $6,649.84 

(New Electric Bill with PV Glass Assistance) $1,096,690.41 
  
This means that the photovoltaic glazing units allow for a 1% savings per year. 
 

Results 
 

Based on these cost savings per year, the payoff period must now be determined. It was found 

that the panel that was specified in Appendix F was averaged by Pythagoras Solar Assistants to 

cost $405.00. The façade that is comprised of the photovoltaic glazing units is 9,553 square 

feet, and the panel size is 25 square feet, than there will be a total of 382 panels necessary to 

outfit the south facing façade of the south wing of Memorial Vista. The resultant cost can be 

seen in table 3 below, where the total payoff period for a system of this nature in the location 

noted is just over 23 years.  

Table 3 – Cost and Payoff Durations of PV Windows 
 

Cost of 
Each 
Panel 

# of 
Panels 

Total Cost 
of Panels 

Cost 
Savings/Yr. 

# of years until 
payoff 

$405.00 382 $154,710.00 $6,649.84 23.26522142 

 
The cost for the entire savings is also not entirely accurate. It does not take into account labor 
for installation or the other equipment costs for a solar powered system to be put back into the 
building. When the sunlight is turned into power, direct current is produced, but a building uses 
alternating current, so an inverter is necessary. Incentives were also not discussed, which may 
have made the photovoltaic glazing units more enticing. 
 

Recommendations 
 

Per the results of this analysis, it is suggested that the proposed prefabrication process be 
implemented to reduce installation time, but the photovoltaic windows are not recommended 
for Memorial Vista. Prefabrication would allow the construction on site to be less congested 
and there would not need to be a designated area on site for workers to prefabricate the 
glazing panels on site. Through the process of prefabrication, the project is able to save an 
additional 10 days making the total duration saved for analysis I and II to be 43 days of the 
original 68 days that the schedule was behind. That means, if analysis I and II were 
implemented prior to the completion of the façade, the job may have only been 25 days behind 
schedule. 
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The photovoltaic glazing units were proposed and denied due to the payback period that they 
offer. The photovoltaic panels offer just over $6,600 per year on a $1.1 million dollar power bill, 
which is only a 1% savings. This minute amount allows the photovoltaic units to be fully paid off 
in just under 24 years, which is half the life expectancy of an average building. It is 
recommended that the technology of harnessing sunlight for power within a building be closely 
watched to see if a more efficient panel is released to the market, but until then, the payoff 
period it just too far into the future. The only truly positive factors that may sway an owner to 
accepting photovoltaic glazing units is the fact that there will be reduced property taxes, 
monetary incentives, and exempt or partial exempt solar energy equipment from local property 
taxes (Clean Energy 2013). Both spectrums of this technology need to be fully weighed before 
choosing a solution on whether or not to implement such technology. 
 
To further this study, one could determine the cost of an electrician to wire the photovoltaic 
glazing units and determine the cost of an inverter. The other aspect that would need to be 
looked at further is the monetary tax cuts and incentives set forth by the government and/or 
town to see if any apply to installing photovoltaic glazing units in the specific area. By 
researching and finding more about these two areas, the payback period for the photovoltaic 
class could have been more accurate. 
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Analysis III – Implementation of an Automated Parking Garage 

 

Problem Identification 
 

The utility relocation process was a severely influential stage early on in the project and heavily 
changed the original schedule and sequencing of the job to attempt to make up time in the 
schedule. Although these setbacks were a result to unforeseen conditions, the time must be 
made up as much as possible to hand over the job as close to the original base building 
completion date as possible. Items and sequencing processes on the schedule were studied and 
performed in the most efficient manor but the schedule remained around two months behind 
the original schedule.  
 
One of the main reasons that the schedule could not be fully shortened was due to the fact that 
the entire site of 4.7 acres needed to be dug to the lowest footer depth in search of 
contaminated soil. The original twenty-five test bores over the 204,966 square feet of the lot 
showed some minor contamination in the soil, so the land was assumed to be contaminated as 
a whole. This site can be seen in figure 41 below, where it is important to note that since the 
entire site was to be excavated there was no one area that could be used as an assembly point, 
staging area, or location for job trailers. These specific areas crucial for a job site were to be 
sequenced and changed based on the work taking place and the schedule of future events on 
the project. During excavation, if the soil was found to be contaminated, the proper techniques 
were to be used to dispose of the toxins. As the excavation process was undergone, it was 
found that the soil was not contaminated in a majority of the lot, but rather small and erratic in 
nature. In the locations where the soil was contaminated, the soil was quickly and efficiently 
removed and disposed of through excavation and transportation to burning plants off site.  
 
In the end, the 4.7 acre site was dug to a depth of around 29.17 feet equating to a volume of 
just over 221,000 cubic yards looking for contaminated soils. If the site did not have to be dug 
this deep or there was something that could have been done to eliminate contaminated soil, 
the schedule would have a better possibility of getting back on its original path. Figure 41 shows 
the surface of the 4.7 acres that needed to be decontaminated.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 41 – Site to be excavated courtesy of Google Maps   
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Analysis Goals 
 

After Analysis I and II, the project schedule has been shortened 43 days of the 68 total work 
days that the schedule was extended after the utility relocations. For this final analysis, the goal 
will be to get the project completely back on schedule or as close to the original scheduled 
completion date. The result of this third analysis will be to present an alternative that will keep 
the quality that the owner and architect desire, but accelerate the schedule in a way to perform 
the job and complete it to the proposed completion date. To do this, the soil contaminant 
mitigation will be studied closely before the analysis begins. The goal will be to remove all 
contaminants in the soil without excavating the entire site. This process must be monitored in 
the duration that it would take to install and remove the contaminants and hopefully result in 
the duration to be fewer days than completely excavating the site. The next step will be to take 
the traditional multi-story parking deck and transform it into an automated parking garage. By 
doing this, the total depth and area that needed to be excavated will be significantly reduced, 
and should further reduce the duration of the schedule to bring it back on schedule. In the end, 
it is believed that a total of around ten to twelve days can be saved if the soil contaminant 
mitigation is performed in a schedule effective manner, and a proper design is established for 
an automated parking garage.  
 

Process 
 

For Memorial Vista, the soil contaminant mitigation process was thought to be extensive due to 
its past, but resulted in minor amounts of contaminated soil to be pulled from the earth and 
removed from the site. The reasoning behind the large excavation and remediation process was 
due to the fact that there was a junk yard and scrap metal recycling facility from 1934 to 1988 
across the street from the sites property. It is known that high concentrations of lead, arsenic, 
and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) are below grade on this adjacent lot and capped with a 
layer of asphalt to prevent distribution of the toxins in fresh water. It was presumed that these 
contaminates could possibly travel to Monument View’s site and pollute the soil.  
 
The other factor that led to the belief that there would be significant contamination levels in 
the soil below grade was the fact that one of the past uses of the property was an auto body 
repair shop and repair facilities. To accompany these facilities were several 55-gallon and 25-
gallon toxic drums that could have led to contamination, along with the numerous scrap car 
parts lying around.  
 
 
Soil Contaminant Mitigation Alternative 
 

To look further into the sites soil condition a geotechnical report was compiled, where test bore 
samples were conducted to determine the soil type, water table, conditions, and contamination 
level. In the end, twenty-four test bores were completed in a combination of the years 2005 
and 2010. The map of these approximate locations can be seen in figure 42 on the following 
page. 
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The samples (especially in the northern plot of the site) showed some contamination in the 
samples that were pulled during the test bores, but not nearly as much as anticipated. The 
owner of the building wanted to take no chances and stated that they wanted the entire site to 
be excavated and undergo contaminant mitigation regardless of the cost and schedule impact 
put on the project. This meant that the entire 4.7 acre site was excavated to the lowest footer 
depth of 29.17 feet. That being said, and average dump truck holds 15 cubic yards, and the 
entire site contains about 47,061 cubic yards of soil. This results in the possibility of 4,471 
truckloads of contaminated soil leaving the site.  
 
If the owner allowed the team to mitigate the contaminated soil in a different fashion that 
suited the concentration of saturation and the soil consistency, numerous weeks could be 
saved due to the fact the entire site would not have to be excavated in search of the 
contaminated particles.   

Figure 42 – Test Bore Locations Courtesy of Davis   
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According to the Department of Environmental Quality, there are many methods for excreting 
the toxins in its original place, or "in-situ" (Scheel 2011). The various methods for removing 
these toxins range from soil removal, landfill disposal, above ground biological treatment, 
thermal treatment, and soil aeration. All of these treatments take the soil and expunge the out 
the pollutants, weather that is on site or off. Typically, in-situ treatment can be expensive but 
becomes more cost effective when large amounts of contamination are present or would be 
difficult to remove. To ensure that there is significant contaminated soil below grade on the 
project site, there needs to be numerous subsurface investigations to inform the owner, 
general contractor, and subcontractor performing the mitigation what is happening below the 
surface.  
 
In the end, if soil mitigation is necessary, no matter what the process must be to remove the 
toxins, a solid waste permit for treatment will be required. This type of permit is called a Solid 
Waste Letter Authorization and requires the payment of a $500.00 permit fee (Scheel 2011). If 
this process was to take place, it would have been most effective to obtain this permit in the 
procurement stages of the project and this cost would have to be added to the overall cost of 
the project.  
 
After looking at the test boring logs, the soil type is primarily silty-sand and silty-gravel. The full 
geotechnical report for a single test bore can be seen in Appendix I. Based on this data 
discovered and the soil types that are dominant in the area, it would be suggested that in-situ 
thermal treatment should take place. This type of soil contaminant mitigation is extremely 
effective in soil similar to the consistency found at Memorial Vista, which would further 
accelerate the process. The only down side to this specific soil mitigation procedure is the 
monetary value associated with it. The reason for an increased cost is primarily due to the cost 
of the equipment used and the operations and maintenance costs.  
 
In-situ thermal treatment was chosen over the other alternatives due to the types of 
contaminants in the ground, the soil types, and how rapidly the contaminants can be purged. 
Soil aeration was not chosen due to the fact that the contamination would be transferring from 
the soil to the air and creating further problems with the surrounding locations. The next choice 
to remove the toxins would have been through advanced chemical oxidation. This process 
would take place through direct and immediate contact with chemical oxidant, where the soil 
and the contaminants within the soil would undergo rapid oxidation reactions. The only issue 
with the Redox reaction method is that not all the contaminants are degraded quickly or 
completely, and predicting the final treatment concentrations from previous studies is virtually 
impossible (United States 2006). In other words, this method could either take place rapidly or 
take and uncharted amount of time, but either way it would be nearly impossible to put a date 
into the schedule for the activity. 
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As a result, the best method for the site of Memorial Vista was in-situ electrical thermal 
treatment. This method is known for increasing the temperature of the soil below grade, all 
while decreasing the viscosity. This then results in increased solubility and decreased 
absorption. The ground is heated to these high 
temperatures through the use of three-phase 
power in triangular electrode arrays. The 
electrodes on this equipment can be thought 
of as wells that are equipped to deliver electric 
power at selected depths and also act as vapor 
recovery wells. When groundwater flow rates 
are high, the semi-volatile hydrocarbons are to 
be recovered as the liquids are retracted from 
the ground. The vapor that contains the 
contaminants from the soil is then taken to an 
onsite vapor treatment building where it is to 
be treated. The horizontal spacing between 
electrodes is usually between 14 and 24 feet 
(United States 2006). The result is the closer 
the spacing between the electrodes; the 
quicker the soil is heated, but the more 
expensive. On the other hand, fewer 
electrodes mean heating the soil for a much 
longer period of time. The layout for a typical 
thermal treatment process can be seen in the 
figure to the right.  
 
The electrodes may be installed using conventional drilling rigs, both through vertical or angular 
drilling techniques. When staging these drill holes, caution should be taken to ensure that the 
potential for stray currents is accounted for in the design. Care should also be taken in 
designing the systems to ensure that all plumbing, including monitoring wells, are capable of 
withstanding high heat. In the presence of clay, vadose zone heating by resistivity, 
conductance, or radio frequency may result in some settlement of the treatment area due to 
the drying of the clay (United States 2006).  
 
The electrodes can be deployed to any depth that the drill rig can go and used in both vadose 
and saturated zones. If the system is deployed only in the vadose zone, water should be added 
at the electrodes to maintain the moisture content and thus, the flow of electricity (United 
States 2006). That is the case for Memorial Vista, since the soil is silty sands and clay. Although 
water is known for not rapidly permeating silts, the electrodes heat the more conductive silt 
and clay. Temperatures over 100°C can be generated in the saturated zone and these 
temperatures produce steam and steam stripping, which is especially beneficial for the silts and 
clays as contaminant movement in them is usually diffusion limited (United States 2006).  

Figure 43 – In-Situ Electrical Thermal Treatment Setup Courtesy of 
http://www.epa.gov/tio/download/citizens/a_ 

citizens_guide_to_in_situ_thermal_treatment.pdf 
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This is crucial for Memorial Vista since the soil type is exactly what heats up the fastest, 
resulting in soil mitigation promptly taking place. As the soil is heated, the steam is produced 
and contaminants are recovered via vacuum extraction and processed in the vapor treatment 
building at the surface. The figure below shows a potential layout for the wells of the nodes. 
There are 2,124 wells, which results in 1,062 electrodes and 1,062 vapor collection wells. The 
wells are space ten feet apart from each other, which allow the electrodes to heat the earth 
much quicker. This will result in a shorter contaminant mitigation time.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The U.S. EPA (2004) provides remediation cost estimates of $32 and $73 per cubic yard at two 
full-scale sites; whereas Beyke and Fleming (2005) estimate that the contaminant removal costs 
$200,000, plus $40 to $70 per cubic yard. In the end, the technology is proven and has been 
used at a number of sites, but the number of vendors offering the technology is limited (United 
States 2006). That being said, if Memorial Vista is to undergo thermal treatment for 4.7 acres 
and 29.17 foot depth minimum, there would be 47,061 cubic yards of soil. The U.S EPA (2004) 
would estimate the cost of this soil mitigation to be between $1,505,952 and $3,435,453.  

Figure 44 – Electrical Thermal Treatment Layout   

2,124 Wells Total 
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This is comparable to Beyke and Fleming (2005) where a total would range between $2,082,440 
and $3,494,270. An average of these estimates would most likely be taken and input into the 
original total cost for site work for this project which was $11.1 million. That number could 
easily grow to 12 or 15 million if thermal treatment was chosen, which would be a 14 to 24% 
increase in cost for the site work alone, but this would be counteracted where general 
conditions, labor, and equipment costs could all be saved in the new treatment plan. 
 
The next step was to look at the duration to use electrodes to thermally remove toxins from 
Memorial Vista’s Site. A case study was found in Fort Lewis, Washington on the East Gate 
Disposal Yard. Although the location of the project is on the other side of the country, the 
aspects are primarily the same. Non-aqueous phase liquid contaminants similar to the ones 
found below Memorial Vista’s site, and electrical resistance heating was used to remedy the 
situation. The East Gate Disposal Yard had an area of 25,400 square feet, where 106 electrodes 
were placed. This means that each electrode was to cover around 240 square feet of surface at 
varying depths (Beyke 2005). Memorial Vista has 4.7 acres of space, which is equivalent to 
204,732 square feet. The example layout of the wells found previously stated that the wells for 
this site would be placed at about 10 feet. This means the area that these electrodes are 
responsible for on the Monument View site only need to treat around 97 square feet of area at 
varying depths. In the end, this would result in a high cost to drill and operate so many wells for 
electrodes, but the time to remove the contaminants form Memorial Vista’s soil would be 
about half of that of the case study found. This is due to the fact the electrodes are much closer 
to one another. If the case study of the East Gate Disposal yard took 60 days to purge the 
contaminants form the soil, Memorial Vista could take about 30 days. This is extremely 
accelerated, seeing that the original soil mitigation process that was actually done was 
completed through the process of excavation and treating the soil at an external plant. This 
process was to take 115 days for original excavation for entire site. This process started on 
November 29th, 2011. Although this method is more efficient in the contaminant mitigation, it 
is important to remember the duration to drill the wells for the system. If an auger is used, it is 
estimated to drill 65 wells a day, leading to an additional 32 days for drilling. These 32 days 
don’t have to be scheduled in a start-to finish manner; because the electrodes can be installed 
as the auger makes its way across the site. In the end, it is estimated that the electrical thermal 
treatment will take a total of around 45 days. This process results in being about half of that of 
the excavation process that was actually completed on the project to mitigate the soil.  
 
After completing this alternate study on how the soil can be decontaminated, the schedule is 
minimized by 70 work days, which allows the actual excavation for the building’s foundation to 
start on February 8th, 2012. This value of days saved does not take into account that while the 
contaminants were being mitigated, the excavation process was taking place. The original 
excavation included the mitigation of the soil and the duration was set to be 115 days total. If 
the excavation of the new automated parking garage can be completed in less than 70 work 
days, the scheduled duration will result in a shorter time frame. This is possible since the 
excavation process will be dug to a significantly shorter depth when being compared to a 
traditional parking garage.  
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Automate Parking Structure Design (Breadth 2) 
 

The previous underground parking garage was two levels where P1 is the first level below grade 
and P2 is the second level below grade. The plans of both of these levels can be seen below in 
figure 45. Here, the circulation within each level of the original parking garage can also be 
noted. 
  

Figure 45 – Original Parking Garage Layout   

Level P1 

Level P2 
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The important thing to note from the original garage is that the layout allows the driver to drive 
throughout the structure and eventually park their car when a space is found. A typical car 
could travel in a similar pattern to the car in the figure below, where time is taken to find a spot 
within the structure and eventually exit the structure by foot.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This garage is composed of two levels of 123,765 gross square feet each, leading to a total of 
247,530 gross square feet for the entire underground parking garage. Taking this into account, 
and the fact that the original garage has 556 total spaces, each space allows for a little over 430 
square feet per space. This total amount takes the area that is necessary to drive around the 
garage and distributes it into the parking space areas.  
 
To reduce this large amount of space, an automated parking garage will be designed to see is 
space and time can be saved. Prior to design, the benefits and disadvantages must be weighed 
to see if the garage will have the potential to produce a garage better and quicker than the 
previous one. 
 
According to Fred Gorove of Unitronics, the benefits of an automated vehicle storage retrieval 
system are greater parking capacity, lower overall costs with similar capital investments to 
conventional parking, reduced pollution, and increased safety and personal security (Gorove, 
2013). This automated garage, compared to a traditional ramp-style garage, also allows for a 
shallower excavation since the floor to floor heights are significantly less than a traditional 
garage. By having a shallower excavation, the schedule has the potential to be accelerated and 
the job could become fully back on track. The final major benefit is that the power consumption 
is significantly reduced. Since no human activity will take place in the garage where the cars are 
stored (other than maintenance), the garage does not need mechanical equipment supplying 
fresh air suitable for human occupancy or electricity for lighting the space. This will lead to 
reduced costs over the life cycle of the building. The only system that must remain in the 
garage is the pneumatic lifts for picking up the cars and putting them in various locations. 
Lighting and ventilation will only need to be done in the vehicular and pedestrian traffic areas.  
 

       KEY 
 Entering the Traditional Garage 
 Exiting the Traditional Garage 

Figure 46 – Original Parking Garage Travel Path   
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The only real disadvantage is that there can potentially be a line waiting for the machine to 
retrieve ones vehicle from the garage. This concern is addressed over time as the computer 
detects patterns in the time that the employees typically leave the building, and then arranges 
the cars in a strategic fashion. This leads to efficiency and allows the user to obtain their vehicle 
in a fairly quick manner. 
 
Although the user experience in obtaining their car from the automated garage may result in 
waiting in a line, that would be no different than waiting in a car as a line of employees exits 
through the gate at the entrance and exit one at a time. Unitronics performed a study 
comparing the conventional time it takes to park and retrieve a car as compared to an 
automated one. The diagram below shows the comparison in a graphical form.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
The figure shows that automated garage virtually takes half the time of that of a conventional 
garage when a vehicle is being retrieved. 
 
The way these automated garage works is a simple manner. Once the driver pulls the car into 
the garage, they then pull into individual structures that look like individual box like structures. 
The floor of this smaller garage is actually a pallet that can rotate and move. Once the car is in 
the correct location and has been indicated to the driver though visual signals and sounds, the 
vehicle is turned off. The driver then exits the one-car garage and everything else is automatic. 
A brief safety check follows. Next, the car, on the pallet, is transported vertically and 
horizontally until it is brought to a vacant parking space (Gorove 2013). 
 

Figure 47 – Time comparison between Conventional and Automated Garage Courtesy of Unitronics    
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The next step was to find a case study to base the excavation and area of the garage off of. This 
was found to be the Dubai International Finance Centre in the United Arab Emirates. This 
building, according to Fred Gorove, is a multi-use building comprised of office space, hotel 
rooms, residential units, and retail spaces. To accommodate all of these people that could 
potentially be occupying the building, a plan had to be set forth to park the highest amount of 
cars in the smallest amount of space. This is where the automated parking garage was 
implemented into the planning phase of the project. As the building was being excavated, it 
was determined that the depth excavated was half of that of a traditional garage that would 
have been put in place. The garage also used 60% of the volume compared to conventional 
parking, where ramps and drive isles were eliminated. This then allowed the vehicles to be 
parked closer together both horizontally and vertically. 
 
If this information is transposed to an automated parking garage for Memorial Vista, where the 
depth excavated could be around 14.6 feet with an overall area of about 74,259 square feet. 
This was found due to the excavation being half of the original 29.17 feet and sixty percent of 
the volumetric area of the 123,765 gross square feet for one level. The volumetric area of what 
the new automated parking garage will be constrained to will be seen below, but the design 
and parking locations still must be determined, due to the fact that these values are simply 
estimates as of now. The second figure below shows the actual size comparison that the garage 
resulted in, after code and dimensions were finalized.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 48 – Area Comparison between an Estimated Automated and a Traditional Garage   along with Actual Design Comparison 
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In comparison, the figure 48 on the previous page shows the actual garage to be a little more 
area than the typical estimate and a little deeper than anticipated. These dimensions and 
circulation code were outlined by Fred Gorove of Unitronics to be specialized to this building.  
 
A model of the new automated parking design can be seen below,  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This design yields a length of 436 feet and a width of 230 feet. The garage will need to be 
excavated a depth of 16 feet. The reason for this is the top layer on parking is a floor to ceiling 
height of 7’2” and the level below that is 6’10”. The remaining height is for the space below the 
levels to allow the pneumatic lift to run on a track to move the cars. Figure 50 shows the 
standard elevations associated with each car class. This garage for Memorial Vista was designed 
with the largest cars in size, where class B and C can easily fit, along with the smaller class A 
cars. It is also important to note that the number of parking spaces this structure holds is 560, 
which are 4 more than the original ramp structure. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Figure 49– Google SketchUp Model of Automated Parking Structure 

Figure 50 – Area Comparison between an Automated and a Traditional Garage    
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To further show the design of the automated parking structure, the vehicular circulation plan 
can be seen below.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

          Key 
 

      Entering Vehicle 
      Storing Vehicle 
      Retrieving Vehicle 
      Exiting Vehicle 

Figure 51 – Vehicular Circulation within Automated Parking Garage    
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The green in the following diagram is traffic going into the parking structure. Once in the single 
car garages, the automated lift picks up the car, only keeping in contact with the car’s rubber 
wheels and never making contact with the car’s body. The orange represents the automated 
system putting the car into a parking spot, where pink is the car being retrieved. The purple is 
then the vehicle exiting the parking structure.  
 
To accompany the vehicular circulation plan, a pedestrian traffic plan was also completed. The 
numbered pictures surrounding the image show snips from the Google SketchUp model. 
  

Figure 52 – Pedestrian Circulation within Automated Parking Garage    
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Vehicle Storage  

To take a closer look at how the automated garage actually works, the figures below show 
sequentially how the car is stored once in the car port. This process is fairly simple and is 
completed in little time, where only a few questions and checks are asked at the kiosk prior to 
the vehicle being stored. To speed up this process, the system can be accompanied with an 
electronic pass system that is associated with the car where the pass is simply touched to the 
sensor and all the data is collected and the car is stored immediately.  
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

1. The driver pulls into the individual car port, head first. To aid the driver in their 
positioning, there is visual and automated guidance. 

2. The car is now in the car port and the user is then instructed to turn the car off and to 
exit the vehicle. 

3. The driver heads to the storage process activation kiosks. Here, the car type and owner 
are taken into account. 

4. As this is taking place, the vehicle dimensions and position are being verified.  
5. If necessary, the vehicle can be rotated and then undergoes the storage process. 

 
 
 

1

s 

4
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s 

2
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5

s 

Figure 53 – Sequential Steps of Car Storage in Car Port    
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Vehicle Retrieval 
 

After the work day has been completed, the vehicles need to be retrieved. This is simple and 
can be done either at the vehicle retrieval kiosks or there is a call or text ahead feature to 
request ones vehicle. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Just like a typical ramp style garage where a ticket for parking would be paid, there is a kiosk 
that one would request their vehicle. Accompanying this space would be a monitor sharing the 
order in which the vehicles are being picked and along with the status of each bay.  
 
If the call or text ahead option is used, the user will get a notification when their car will be 
ready and in which port. 
 
Duration of Automated Garage Excavation 
 

The next step was to look at the duration to excavate this new structure in comparison to the 
old ramp style garage. These new dimensions and depths led to new excavation durations. As 
stated previously on page 52 of this report, if the soil mitigation is completed using in-situ 
electrical thermal treatment, there would be 70 days left to complete the excavation for the 
duration of the mitigation process and excavation to remain the same as originally planned. If 
the excavation was to take less time than the 70 remaining days, the project’s schedule would 
become accelerated to be back on track to the original completion date after the utility 
relocations extended the project duration. 
 
The mitigation of the contaminated soil was to be the entire 4.7 acre site down a distance of 
around 29 feet in some areas and shallower in other areas. In the end, the old excavation 
process resulted in a total of 132,650 cubic yards. To remove this soil and get the site to the 
necessary elevation, 115 days were required in the projects overall duration.  
 
The new automated parking garage is shallower and the amount of soil that needs to be 
excavated is significantly less due to the fact the soil contamination problem has been resolved 
with the use of the electrical thermal treatment. The total amount of soil that needs to be 
removed for the new automated garage is only 59,426 cubic yards. This is less than half, or 45%, 
of the soil that was originally removed from the site as compared to the old ramp style garage 
and excavation of the entire site.  

Figure 54– Vehicle Retrieval Process    
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If the same rate of excavation is interpolated to the new automated garage excavation, it would 
be found that the old excavation of the 132,650 cubic yards and 115 days to excavate this 
volume would result in the excavation contractor being able to remove 1,153 cubic yards per 
day. If the new excavation of the shallower and smaller area contains 59,426 cubic yard that 
need to be removed, and a rate of 1, 153 cubic yards per day is used, than around 52 days 
would be needed to excavate the new site.  
 
Since the mitigation process took 45 days total, which leave a remaining 70 days for excavation. 
The calculation above just showed that 52 days would be needed to excavate for the 
automated parking garage. In other words, the soil mitigation originally took 115 days, whereas 
now the total for the automated parking garage and electrical thermal treatment are a 
combined total of 97 days. This saves 18 work days from the project duration.  
 

Results 
 

In the end, using in-situ electrical thermal treatment along with implementing and automated 
garage design was able to both fulfill the need of eliminating the contaminants from the site’s 
soil and allowing a garage to fit the necessary number of cars for the office building. Doing both 
of these tasks in a shorter time frame allowed the schedule to be closer to the date that the 
base building completion was originally scheduled for before the utility relocation mishap.  
 
Beyond being a reduction to the schedule, this analysis also leads to enormous unforeseen 
benefits to the users, the environment, and the building owner. According to Fred Gorove of 
Unitronics, the automated garage offers enhanced security and safety due to the fact that there 
is no pedestrian traffic, no accidents or damage when maneuvering into parking spaces, and no 
searching for an empty parking space. All this reduces liability concerns within the garage for 
the building owner (Gorove 2013). The automated garage also does not require the owner of 
the vehicle to drive around the garage to find a parking space, by removing this step, fuel 
consumption is not only saved, but also car emissions such as Nitrogen Dioxide and Carbon 
Dioxide. The comparison between a conventional garage and an automated garage can be seen 
below, where a reduction of 83 percent for both nitrogen dioxide and carbon dioxide in the 
case of an automated garage, when being compared to an automated one (Gorove 2013). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 55 – Emission Reduction Bar Chart    
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Since the vehicles are not driving around a traditional ramp style garage looking for a parking spot, than 
the fuel consumption is also reduced (Gorove 2013). This can be seen in the graph below.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Finally, the cost is compared of that of a traditional ramp style garage to that of an automated one. The 
unit costs per area and automated machinery cost were received from Fred Gorove of Unitronics, but all 
of the other values are specific to the parking garage originally designed and the automated one done 
for the purpose of this thesis.  
 
Table 4 – Cost Comparison between Automated and Conventional Ramp Garage 
 

 
 
In comparison, the automated garage is 36% decrease of that of the estimated cost for a typical ramp 
style garage. It is important to note that the estimate for the traditional garage came out fairly closely to 
the actual cost of the traditional garage that was actually on the project. This actual cost associated with 
the ramp style underground parking deck was $24.8 million, which is only about 5% less than the 
estimate in the table above. 
 

Recommendations 
 

Per the results of this analysis, it is suggested that the in-situ electrical thermal treatment be 
implemented to reduce the soil mitigation time. The parking garage design is suggested to 
change from a conventional ramp style garage to an automated one in order to save on 
excavation time. The electrical thermal treatment allows the contaminated soil to be cleansed 
in a time frame of 45 days, and eliminates the necessity of excavating the entire site in search 
of contaminated soil. The excavation for the smaller volumetric automated garage can then be 
undergone. Since it is a smaller area and depth, the process should be significantly shorter, and 
save time in the long run. 

Type
Unit Cost 

($/SF)
X

Efficiency 

(SF/ Stall)
=

Cost Per 

Stall
+

Automated Machinery 

Cost($/Stall)
=

Total Cost 

($/Stall
X

Number 

of Stalls
=

Total Garage 

Cost

Ramp Garage $105 X 430 = $45,150 + $0 = $45,150 X 556 = $25,103,400

Automated Garage $85 X 225 = $19,125 + $12,000 = $31,125 X 560 = $17,430,000

Figure 56 – Fuel Reduction Bar Chart    
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The total time that needed to be saved to allow the project to get back on schedule was 68 
days. Analysis I saved 33 days, Analysis II saved 10 days, and finally this analysis was able to 
save 18 days. This leads to a total of 61 days. In the end, the analyses got the project 7 days off 
of the original project duration. Time could also be potentially saved even more in the physical 
construction of the automated garage because it had a smaller footprint and depth, but this 
was not studied in this analysis.  
 
In the end, this analysis is accepted due to the fact that the soil contamination problem and 
garage are taken care of and constructed in a time frame that is 18 days less than originally 
expected. The cost for the contamination removal of the soil is around two to five million more 
than anticipated in the case if the soil is just excavated and treated. Not disturbing the virgin 
soil is important because it saves time, money, and man-hours. The excavation for the new 
automated garage is then smaller and less time consuming, leading to around a 40% decrease 
in the cost of the construction process when being compared to a traditional ramp style garage. 
The automated garage also offers LEED potential with reduced emissions and fuel consumption, 
and holds increased value for the owner and users.  
 

To further this study, one could determine the cost of excavation for a typical site in this 
geographic area and an actual rate that an excavation contractor can perform. This may result 
in even less time than the 52 days interpolated to excavate the new automated design. It is felt 
that time could be saved due to the fact that the excavation rate that was interpolated from 
the original design most likely scheduled for delays due to the contaminant mitigation process. 
This would more than likely not be a problem after the in-situ thermal electric treatment, and a 
shorter excavation time frame may have been a result.  
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Description

GMP - Projected Durations

PERMITS

Issue Site Utilities Permit

Clearing, Grading, & Demo

Excavation, Sheeting, & Shoring

Footing to Grade

Building

CONSTRUCTION

Mobilization of Site

Utility Relocations

Demo of Existing Buildings / Hardscaping

Excavation / Support of Excavation

SOUTH

Concrete Substructure

Concrete Superstructure

Façade & Roof

Core MEP / Finishes

Elevators 

NORTH

Concrete Substructure

Concrete Superstructure

Façade & Roof

Core MEP / Finishes

Elevators 

LOBBY  

Core MEP / Finishes

SITEWORK / INSPECTIONS

Sitework

Substantial Completion

Punchlist

Base Building Final Completion 10/2/13 - Base Building Final Completion

Actual Project Durations

PERMITS

Issue Site Utilities Permit

Clearing, Grading, & Demo

Excavation, Sheeting, & Shoring

Footing to Grade

Building

CONSTRUCTION

Mobilization of Site

Utility Relocations

Demo of Existing Buildings / Hardscaping

Excavation / Support of Excavation

SOUTH

Concrete Substructure

Concrete Superstructure

Façade & Roof

Core MEP / Finishes

Elevators 

NORTH

Concrete Substructure

Concrete Superstructure

Façade & Roof

Core MEP / Finishes

Elevators 

LOBBY  

Core MEP / Finishes

SITEWORK / INSPECTIONS

Sitework

Substantial Completion

Punchlist

Base Building Final Completion

May JuneNov Dec Jan Feb Mar AprOctNov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug SeptAug Sept OctNov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept

2011 2012 2013 2014

OctJan Feb Mar April May June July

1/6/14 - Base Building Final Completion

Issue Site Utilities Permit

CGD Permit

Excavation Permit

Demolition

Superstructure - North

Core MEP / Finishes - North

Punchlist

Elevators - North

Footing To Grade Permit

Building Permit

Substructure - North 

Facade & Roof - North

Excavation / Support of Excavation

Mobil

Superstructure - South

Core MEP / Finishes - South

Elevators - South

Substructure - South

Facade & Roof - South

Core MEP / Finishes - Lobby

Sitework

Substantial Completion

Issue Site Utilities Permit

Clearing, Grading, & Demo Permit

Excavation Permit

Demolition

Superstructure - North

Core MEP / Finishes - North

Punchlist

Elevators - North

Footing to Grade Permit

Building Permit

Substructure - North

Facade & Roof - North

Excavation

Mobilization 

Superstructure - South

Core MEP / Finishes - South

Elevators - South

Substructure - South

Facade & Roof - South

Sitework

Substantial Completion

Utility Relocations

Utility Relocations

Core MEP / Finishes - Lobby

Actual and Projected Schedules for Memorial Vista 
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Overlay of Actual and Projected Schedules for Memorial Vista 

 

Description

Project Schedules Combined

PERMITS

Issue Site Utilities Permit

Clearing, Grading, & Demo

Excavation, Sheeting, & Shoring

Footing to Grade

Building

CONSTRUCTION

Mobilization of Site

Utility Relocations

Demo of Existing Buildings / Hardscaping

Excavation / Support of Excavation

SOUTH

Concrete Substructure

Concrete Superstructure

Façade & Roof

Core MEP / Finishes

Elevators 

NORTH

Concrete Substructure

Concrete Superstructure

Façade & Roof

Core MEP / Finishes

Elevators 

LOBBY  

Core MEP / Finishes

SITEWORK / INSPECTIONS

Sitework

Substantial Completion

Punchlist

Base Building Final Completion

Jan Feb Mar April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov

1/6/14 - Base Building Final Completion10/2/13

May JuneDec Jan Feb Mar Apr

Issue Site Utilities Permit

Clearing, Grading, & Demo Permit

Excavation Permit

Demolition

Superstructure - North

Core MEP / Finishes - North

Punchlist

Elevators - North

Footing to Grade Permit

Building Permit

Substructure - North

Facade & Roof - North

Excavation

Mobilization 

Superstructure - South

Core MEP / Finishes - South

Elevators - South

Substructure - South

Facade & Roof - South

Sitework

Substantial Completion

Utility Relocations

Core MEP / Finishes - Lobby

Issue Site Utilities Permit

CGD Permit

Excavation Permit

Demolition

Superstructure - North

Core MEP / Finishes - North

Punchlist

Elevators - North

Footing To Grade Permit

Building Permit

Substructure - North 

Facade & Roof - North

Excavation / Support of Excavation

Mobil

Superstructure - South

Core MEP / Finishes - South

Elevators - South

Substructure - South

Facade & Roof - South

Core MEP / Finishes - Lobby

Sitework

Substantial Completion

Utility Relocations

Description

GMP - Projected Durations

PERMITS

Issue Site Utilities Permit

Clearing, Grading, & Demo

Excavation, Sheeting, & Shoring

Footing to Grade

Building

CONSTRUCTION

Mobilization of Site

Utility Relocations

Demo of Existing Buildings / Hardscaping

Excavation / Support of Excavation

SOUTH

Concrete Substructure

Concrete Superstructure

Façade & Roof

Core MEP / Finishes

Elevators 

NORTH

Concrete Substructure

Concrete Superstructure

Façade & Roof

Core MEP / Finishes

Elevators 

LOBBY  

Core MEP / Finishes

SITEWORK / INSPECTIONS

Sitework

Substantial Completion

Punchlist

Base Building Final Completion 10/2/13 - Base Building Final Completion

Actual Project Durations

PERMITS

Issue Site Utilities Permit

Clearing, Grading, & Demo

Excavation, Sheeting, & Shoring

Footing to Grade

Building

CONSTRUCTION

Mobilization of Site

Utility Relocations

Demo of Existing Buildings / Hardscaping

Excavation / Support of Excavation

SOUTH

Concrete Substructure

Concrete Superstructure

Façade & Roof

Core MEP / Finishes

Elevators 

NORTH

Concrete Substructure

Concrete Superstructure

Façade & Roof

Core MEP / Finishes

Elevators 

LOBBY  

Core MEP / Finishes

SITEWORK / INSPECTIONS

Sitework

Substantial Completion

Punchlist

Base Building Final Completion

May JuneNov Dec Jan Feb Mar AprOctNov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug SeptAug Sept OctNov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept

2011 2012 2013 2014

OctJan Feb Mar April May June July

1/6/14 - Base Building Final Completion

Issue Site Utilities Permit

CGD Permit

Excavation Permit

Demolition

Superstructure - North

Core MEP / Finishes - North

Punchlist

Elevators - North

Footing To Grade Permit

Building Permit

Substructure - North 

Facade & Roof - North

Excavation / Support of Excavation

Mobil

Superstructure - South

Core MEP / Finishes - South

Elevators - South

Substructure - South

Facade & Roof - South

Core MEP / Finishes - Lobby

Sitework

Substantial Completion

Issue Site Utilities Permit

Clearing, Grading, & Demo Permit

Excavation Permit

Demolition

Superstructure - North

Core MEP / Finishes - North

Punchlist

Elevators - North

Footing to Grade Permit

Building Permit

Substructure - North

Facade & Roof - North

Excavation

Mobilization 

Superstructure - South

Core MEP / Finishes - South

Elevators - South

Substructure - South

Facade & Roof - South

Sitework

Substantial Completion

Utility Relocations

Utility Relocations

Core MEP / Finishes - Lobby
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ID Name Duration Start Finish

1 Floor 3 - South Wing Façade 11d, 4h, 35m 02/04/13 17/04/13

2 ST00020 Floor 2 - North Completed 0 Days 02/04/13 (*)

3 ST00030 Begin Floor 3 South Façade 0 Days 02/04/13

4 ST00040 Install grid and glazing - Panel 1 35m 02/04/13 02/04/13

5 ST00050 Install grid and glazing - Panel 2 35m 02/04/13 02/04/13

6 ST00060 Install grid and glazing - Panel 3 35m 02/04/13 02/04/13

7 ST00070 Install grid and glazing - Panel 4 35m 02/04/13 02/04/13

8 ST00080 Install grid and glazing - Panel 5 35m 02/04/13 02/04/13

9 ST00090 Install grid and glazing - Panel 6 35m 02/04/13 02/04/13

10 ST00100 Install grid and glazing - Panel 7 35m 02/04/13 02/04/13

11 ST00110 Install grid and glazing - Panel 8 35m 02/04/13 02/04/13

12 ST00120 Install grid and glazing - Panel 9 35m 02/04/13 02/04/13

13 ST00130 Install grid and glazing - Panel 10 35m 02/04/13 02/04/13

14 ST00140 Install grid and glazing - Panel 11 35m 02/04/13 02/04/13

15 ST00150 Install grid and glazing - Panel 12 35m 02/04/13 02/04/13

16 ST00160 Install grid and glazing - Panel 13 35m 02/04/13 02/04/13

17 ST00170 Install grid and glazing - Panel 14 35m 02/04/13 03/04/13

18 ST00180 Install grid and glazing - Panel 15 35m 03/04/13 03/04/13

19 ST00190 Install grid and glazing - Panel 16 35m 03/04/13 03/04/13

20 ST00200 Install grid and glazing - Panel 17 35m 03/04/13 03/04/13

21 ST00210 Install grid and glazing - Panel 18 35m 03/04/13 03/04/13

22 ST00220 Install grid and glazing - Panel 19 35m 03/04/13 03/04/13

23 ST00230 Install grid and glazing - Panel 20 35m 03/04/13 03/04/13

24 ST00240 Install grid and glazing - Panel 21 35m 03/04/13 03/04/13

25 ST00250 Install grid and glazing - Panel 22 35m 03/04/13 03/04/13

26 ST00260 Install grid and glazing - Panel 23 35m 03/04/13 03/04/13

27 ST00270 Install grid and glazing - Panel 24 35m 03/04/13 03/04/13

28 ST00280 Install grid and glazing - Panel 25 35m 03/04/13 03/04/13

29 ST00290 Install grid and glazing - Panel 26 35m 03/04/13 03/04/13

30 ST00300 Install grid and glazing - Panel 27 35m 03/04/13 04/04/13

31 ST00310 Install grid and glazing - Panel 28 35m 04/04/13 04/04/13

32 ST00320 Install grid and glazing - Panel 29 35m 04/04/13 04/04/13

33 ST00330 Install grid and glazing - Panel 30 35m 04/04/13 04/04/13

34 ST00340 Install grid and glazing - Panel 31 35m 04/04/13 04/04/13

35 ST00350 Install grid and glazing - Panel 32 35m 04/04/13 04/04/13

36 ST00360 Install grid and glazing - Panel 33 35m 04/04/13 04/04/13

37 ST00370 Install grid and glazing - Panel 34 35m 04/04/13 04/04/13

38 ST00380 Install grid and glazing - Panel 35 35m 04/04/13 04/04/13

39 ST00390 Install grid and glazing - Panel 36 35m 04/04/13 04/04/13

40 ST00400 Install grid and glazing - Panel 37 35m 04/04/13 04/04/13

41 ST00410 Install grid and glazing - Panel 38 35m 04/04/13 04/04/13

42 ST00420 Install grid and glazing - Panel 39 35m 04/04/13 04/04/13

43 ST00430 Install grid and glazing - Panel 40 35m 04/04/13 04/04/13

st 8th
wk -43

15th
wk -42

22nd
wk -41

Apr 2013

wk -44

Floor 3 - South W
Floor 2 - North Completed   
Begin Floor 3 South Façade   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 1   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 2   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 3   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 4   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 5   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 6   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 7   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 8   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 9   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 10   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 11   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 12   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 13   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 14   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 15   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 16   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 17   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 18   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 19   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 20   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 21   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 22   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 23   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 24   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 25   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 26   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 27   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 28   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 29   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 30   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 31   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 32   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 33   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 34   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 35   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 36   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 37   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 38   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 39   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 40   

Project
title

Programme
title

Client

Dated 02/04/13 Drawn by Administrator Programme No

Rev No Rev comments

Notes
Printed: 13/02/14
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ID Name Duration Start Finish

44 ST00440 Install grid and glazing - Panel 41 35m 04/04/13 05/04/13

45 ST00450 Install grid and glazing - Panel 42 35m 05/04/13 05/04/13

46 ST00460 Install grid and glazing - Panel 43 35m 05/04/13 05/04/13

47 ST00470 Install grid and glazing - Panel 44 35m 05/04/13 05/04/13

48 ST00480 Install grid and glazing - Panel 45 35m 05/04/13 05/04/13

49 ST00490 Install grid and glazing - Panel 46 35m 05/04/13 05/04/13

50 ST00500 Install grid and glazing - Panel 47 35m 05/04/13 05/04/13

51 ST00510 Install grid and glazing - Panel 48 35m 05/04/13 05/04/13

52 ST00520 Install grid and glazing - Panel 49 35m 05/04/13 05/04/13

53 ST00530 Install grid and glazing - Panel 50 35m 05/04/13 05/04/13

54 ST00540 Fasten Precast Panel 51 28m 05/04/13 05/04/13

55 ST00550 Fasten Precast Panel 52 28m 05/04/13 05/04/13

56 ST00560 Install grid and glazing - Panel 53 35m 05/04/13 05/04/13

57 ST00570 Install grid and glazing - Panel 54 35m 05/04/13 08/04/13

58 ST00580 Install grid and glazing - Panel 55 35m 08/04/13 08/04/13

59 ST00590 Install grid and glazing - Panel 56 35m 08/04/13 08/04/13

60 ST00600 Install grid and glazing - Panel 57 35m 08/04/13 08/04/13

61 ST00610 Install grid and glazing - Panel 58 35m 08/04/13 08/04/13

62 ST00620 Fasten Precast Along Panels 53 - 58 28m 08/04/13 08/04/13

63 ST00630 Install grid and glazing - Panel 59 35m 08/04/13 08/04/13

64 ST00640 Install grid and glazing - Panel 60 35m 08/04/13 08/04/13

65 ST00650 Install grid and glazing - Panel 61 35m 08/04/13 08/04/13

66 ST00660 Install grid and glazing - Panel 62 35m 08/04/13 08/04/13

67 ST00670 Install grid and glazing - Panel 63 35m 08/04/13 08/04/13

68 ST00680 Install grid and glazing - Panel 64 35m 08/04/13 08/04/13

69 ST00690 Fasten Precast Along Panels 59 - 64 28m 08/04/13 08/04/13

70 ST00700 Install grid and glazing - Panel 65 35m 08/04/13 08/04/13

71 ST00710 Install grid and glazing - Panel 66 35m 08/04/13 08/04/13

72 ST00720 Install grid and glazing - Panel 67 35m 08/04/13 08/04/13

73 ST00730 Fasten Precast Along Panels 65 - 67 28m 08/04/13 08/04/13

74 ST00740 Install grid and glazing - Panel 68 35m 08/04/13 09/04/13

75 ST00750 Install grid and glazing - Panel 69 35m 09/04/13 09/04/13

76 ST00760 Install grid and glazing - Panel 70 35m 09/04/13 09/04/13

77 ST00770 Install grid and glazing - Panel 71 35m 09/04/13 09/04/13

78 ST00780 Fasten Precast Along Panels 68 - 71 28m 09/04/13 09/04/13

79 ST00790 Install grid and glazing - Panel 72 35m 09/04/13 09/04/13

80 ST00800 Install grid and glazing - Panel 73 35m 09/04/13 09/04/13

81 ST00810 Install grid and glazing - Panel 74 35m 09/04/13 09/04/13

82 ST00820 Install grid and glazing - Panel 75 35m 09/04/13 09/04/13

83 ST00830 Install grid and glazing - Panel 76 35m 09/04/13 09/04/13

84 ST00840 Install grid and glazing - Panel 77 35m 09/04/13 09/04/13

85 ST00850 Fasten Precast Along Panels 72 - 77 28m 09/04/13 09/04/13

86 ST00860 Install grid and glazing - Panel 78 35m 09/04/13 09/04/13

st 8th
wk -43

15th
wk -42

22nd
wk -41

Apr 2013

wk -44

Install grid and glazing - Panel 41   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 42   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 43   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 44   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 45   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 46   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 47   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 48   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 49   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 50   
Fasten Precast Panel 51   
Fasten Precast Panel 52   
Install grid and glazing - Panel 53   

Install grid and glazing - Panel 5
Install grid and glazing - Panel 5
Install grid and glazing - Panel 5
Install grid and glazing - Panel 5
Install grid and glazing - Panel 5
Fasten Precast Along Panels 53
Install grid and glazing - Panel 5
Install grid and glazing - Panel 6
Install grid and glazing - Panel 6
Install grid and glazing - Panel 6
Install grid and glazing - Panel 6
Install grid and glazing - Panel 6
Fasten Precast Along Panels 59
Install grid and glazing - Panel 6
Install grid and glazing - Panel 6
Install grid and glazing - Panel 6
Fasten Precast Along Panels 6
Install grid and glazing - Panel
Install grid and glazing - Panel
Install grid and glazing - Pane
Install grid and glazing - Pane
Fasten Precast Along Panels 
Install grid and glazing - Pane
Install grid and glazing - Pane
Install grid and glazing - Pane
Install grid and glazing - Pane
Install grid and glazing - Pane
Install grid and glazing - Pane
Fasten Precast Along Panels 
Install grid and glazing - Pane
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ID Name Duration Start Finish

87 ST00870 Install grid and glazing - Panel 79 35m 09/04/13 09/04/13

88 ST00880 Install grid and glazing - Panel 80 35m 09/04/13 09/04/13

89 ST00890 Install grid and glazing - Panel 81 35m 09/04/13 10/04/13

90 ST00900 Install grid and glazing - Panel 82 35m 10/04/13 10/04/13

91 ST00910 Install grid and glazing - Panel 83 35m 10/04/13 10/04/13

92 ST00920 Fasten Precast Along Panels 78 - 83 28m 10/04/13 10/04/13

93 ST00930 Install grid and glazing - Panel 84 35m 10/04/13 10/04/13

94 ST00940 Install grid and glazing - Panel 85 35m 10/04/13 10/04/13

95 ST00950 Install grid and glazing - Panel 86 35m 10/04/13 10/04/13

96 ST00960 Install grid and glazing - Panel 87 35m 10/04/13 10/04/13

97 ST00970 Install grid and glazing - Panel 88 35m 10/04/13 10/04/13

98 ST00980 Install grid and glazing - Panel 89 35m 10/04/13 10/04/13

99 ST00990 Fasten Precast Along Panels 84 - 89 28m 10/04/13 10/04/13

100 ST01000 Install grid and glazing - Panel 90 35m 10/04/13 10/04/13

101 ST01010 Install grid and glazing - Panel 91 35m 10/04/13 10/04/13

102 ST01020 Install grid and glazing - Panel 92 35m 10/04/13 10/04/13

103 ST01030 Install grid and glazing - Panel 93 35m 10/04/13 10/04/13

104 ST01040 Install grid and glazing - Panel 94 35m 10/04/13 10/04/13

105 ST01050 Install grid and glazing - Panel 95 35m 10/04/13 11/04/13

106 ST01060 Fasten Precast Along Panels 90 - 95 28m 10/04/13 11/04/13

107 ST01070 Install grid and glazing - Panel 96 35m 11/04/13 11/04/13

108 ST01080 Install grid and glazing - Panel 97 35m 11/04/13 11/04/13

109 ST01090 Install grid and glazing - Panel 98 35m 11/04/13 11/04/13

110 ST01100 Install grid and glazing - Panel 99 35m 11/04/13 11/04/13

111 ST01110 Install grid and glazing - Panel 100 35m 11/04/13 11/04/13

112 ST01120 Install grid and glazing - Panel 101 35m 11/04/13 11/04/13

113 ST01130 Fasten Precast Along Panels 96 - 10 28m 11/04/13 11/04/13

114 ST01140 Install grid and glazing - Panel 102 35m 11/04/13 11/04/13

115 ST01150 Install grid and glazing - Panel 103 35m 11/04/13 11/04/13

116 ST01160 Install grid and glazing - Panel 104 35m 11/04/13 11/04/13

117 ST01170 Install grid and glazing - Panel 105 35m 11/04/13 11/04/13

118 ST01180 Install grid and glazing - Panel 106 35m 11/04/13 11/04/13

119 ST01190 Install grid and glazing - Panel 107 35m 11/04/13 11/04/13

120 ST01200 Fasten Precast Along Panels 102 - 1 28m 11/04/13 11/04/13

121 ST01210 Install grid and glazing - Panel 108 35m 11/04/13 12/04/13

122 ST01220 Install grid and glazing - Panel 109 35m 12/04/13 12/04/13

123 ST01230 Install grid and glazing - Panel 110 35m 12/04/13 12/04/13

124 ST01240 Install grid and glazing - Panel 111 35m 12/04/13 12/04/13

125 ST01250 Install grid and glazing - Panel 112 35m 12/04/13 12/04/13

126 ST01260 Install grid and glazing - Panel 113 35m 12/04/13 12/04/13

127 ST01270 Fasten Precast Along Panels 108 - 1 28m 12/04/13 12/04/13

128 ST01280 Fasten Precast Panel 114 28m 12/04/13 12/04/13

129 ST01290 Fasten Precast Panel 115 28m 12/04/13 12/04/13

st 8th
wk -43

15th
wk -42

22nd
wk -41

Apr 2013

wk -44

Install grid and glazing - Pane
Install grid and glazing - Pane
Install grid and glazing - Pan
Install grid and glazing - Pan
Install grid and glazing - Pan
Fasten Precast Along Panels
Install grid and glazing - Pan
Install grid and glazing - Pan
Install grid and glazing - Pan
Install grid and glazing - Pan
Install grid and glazing - Pan
Install grid and glazing - Pan
Fasten Precast Along Panel
Install grid and glazing - Pan
Install grid and glazing - Pan
Install grid and glazing - Pan
Install grid and glazing - Pan
Install grid and glazing - Pan
Install grid and glazing - Pa
Fasten Precast Along Pane
Install grid and glazing - Pa
Install grid and glazing - Pa
Install grid and glazing - Pa
Install grid and glazing - Pa
Install grid and glazing - Pa
Install grid and glazing - Pa
Fasten Precast Along Pan
Install grid and glazing - Pa
Install grid and glazing - Pa
Install grid and glazing - Pa
Install grid and glazing - Pa
Install grid and glazing - P
Install grid and glazing - P
Fasten Precast Along Pan
Install grid and glazing - P
Install grid and glazing - P
Install grid and glazing - P
Install grid and glazing - P
Install grid and glazing - P
Install grid and glazing - P
Fasten Precast Along Pa
Fasten Precast Panel 11
Fasten Precast Panel 11
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ID Name Duration Start Finish

130 ST01300 Install grid and glazing - Panel 116 35m 12/04/13 12/04/13

131 ST01310 Install grid and glazing - Panel 117 35m 12/04/13 12/04/13

132 ST01320 Install grid and glazing - Panel 118 35m 12/04/13 12/04/13

133 ST01330 Install grid and glazing - Panel 119 35m 12/04/13 12/04/13

134 ST01340 Install grid and glazing - Panel 120 35m 12/04/13 12/04/13

135 ST01350 Install grid and glazing - Panel 121 35m 12/04/13 12/04/13

136 ST01360 Install grid and glazing - Panel 122 35m 12/04/13 15/04/13

137 ST01370 Install grid and glazing - Panel 123 35m 15/04/13 15/04/13

138 ST01380 Install grid and glazing - Panel 124 35m 15/04/13 15/04/13

139 ST01390 Install grid and glazing - Panel 125 35m 15/04/13 15/04/13

140 ST01400 Fasten Precast Panel 126 28m 15/04/13 15/04/13

141 ST01410 Install grid and glazing - Panel 127 35m 15/04/13 15/04/13

142 ST01420 Install grid and glazing - Panel 128 35m 15/04/13 15/04/13

143 ST01430 Install grid and glazing - Panel 129 35m 15/04/13 15/04/13

144 ST01440 Install grid and glazing - Panel 130 35m 15/04/13 15/04/13

145 ST01450 Fasten Precast Along Panels 127 - 1 28m 15/04/13 15/04/13

146 ST01460 Install grid and glazing - Panel 131 35m 15/04/13 15/04/13

147 ST01470 Install grid and glazing - Panel 132 35m 15/04/13 15/04/13

148 ST01480 Install grid and glazing - Panel 133 35m 15/04/13 15/04/13

149 ST01490 Install grid and glazing - Panel 134 35m 15/04/13 15/04/13

150 ST01500 Install grid and glazing - Panel 135 35m 15/04/13 16/04/13

151 ST01510 Install grid and glazing - Panel 136 35m 16/04/13 16/04/13

152 ST01520 Fasten Precast Along Panels 131 - 1 28m 16/04/13 16/04/13

153 ST01530 Install grid and glazing - Panel 137 35m 16/04/13 16/04/13

154 ST01540 Install grid and glazing - Panel 138 35m 16/04/13 16/04/13

155 ST01550 Install grid and glazing - Panel 139 35m 16/04/13 16/04/13

156 ST01560 Install grid and glazing - Panel 140 35m 16/04/13 16/04/13

157 ST01570 Install grid and glazing - Panel 141 35m 16/04/13 16/04/13

158 ST01580 Install grid and glazing - Panel 142 35m 16/04/13 16/04/13

159 ST01590 Install grid and glazing - Panel 143 35m 16/04/13 16/04/13

160 ST01600 Fasten Precast Along Panels 137 - 1 28m 16/04/13 16/04/13

161 ST01610 Fasten Precast Panel 145 28m 16/04/13 16/04/13

162 ST01620 Fasten Precast Panel 146 28m 16/04/13 16/04/13

163 ST01630 Fasten Precast Panel 147 28m 16/04/13 16/04/13

164 ST01640 Install grid and glazing - Panel 144 35m 16/04/13 16/04/13

165 ST01650 Install grid and glazing - Panel 145 35m 16/04/13 16/04/13

166 ST01660 Install grid and glazing - Panel 146 35m 16/04/13 17/04/13

167 ST01670 Install grid and glazing - Panel 147 35m 17/04/13 17/04/13

168 ST01680 Install grid and glazing - Panel 148 35m 17/04/13 17/04/13

169 ST01690 Install grid and glazing - Panel 149 35m 17/04/13 17/04/13

170 ST01700 Install grid and glazing - Panel 150 35m 17/04/13 17/04/13

171 ST01710 Install grid and glazing - Panel 151 35m 17/04/13 17/04/13

172 ST01720 Install grid and glazing - Panel 152 35m 17/04/13 17/04/13

st 8th
wk -43

15th
wk -42

22nd
wk -41

Apr 2013

wk -44

Install grid and glazing - 
Install grid and glazing - 
Install grid and glazing - 
Install grid and glazing - 
Install grid and glazing - 
Install grid and glazing - 

Install grid and glazi
Install grid and glazi
Install grid and glazi
Install grid and glazi
Fasten Precast Pan
Install grid and glazi
Install grid and glazi
Install grid and glaz
Install grid and glaz
Fasten Precast Alon
Install grid and glaz
Install grid and glaz
Install grid and glaz
Install grid and glaz
Install grid and gla
Install grid and gla
Fasten Precast Alo
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ID Name Duration Start Finish

173 ST01725 Install grid and glazing - Panel 153 35m 17/04/13 17/04/13

174 ST01727 Install grid and glazing - Panel 154 35m 17/04/13 17/04/13

175 ST01730 Floor 3 South Façade Finished 0 Days 17/04/13

176 ST01740 Begin Floor 3 North Façade 0 Days 17/04/13

st 8th
wk -43

15th
wk -42

22nd
wk -41

Apr 2013

wk -44

Install grid and g
Install grid and g
Floor 3 South Fa
Begin Floor 3 No

Project
title

Programme
title

Client

Dated 02/04/13 Drawn by Administrator Programme No

Rev No Rev comments

Notes
Printed: 13/02/14
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Map found at Solar Direct 2014 to get Kilowatt hours of sunlight per day in Northern Virginia 

Spec for PV window from Pythagoras Solar 
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**This information was 

generated with the help 

of National Renewable 

2013 (See Appendix) 
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